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ABSTRACT 

The increasing need for watertight underground works, such as tunnel excavations, has 

sparked an interest in a number of research studies with grout penetrability being the focus. 

The research has so far contributed to a deeper understanding regarding the assessment of a 

successful grouting operation from different perspectives such as choice of equipment, 

material properties, phase planning and performance.   

It is well established that several crucial factors influence the penetrability of grouts with 

pressure type and magnitude being two of them. Researchers have examined this issue from 

different perspectives and with different instruments. Previous research has shown that the 

increase of pressure has yielded better grout penetration both in the laboratory and the field. 

According to studies that dealt with dynamic pressure application, superimposed oscillatory 

pressure of high frequency resulted in grouts with decreased viscosity and better penetration. 

However, there is still need for further investigation in terms of lower frequencies, different 

pressure profiles and magnitudes and possible alternatives regarding the filtration and erosion 

mechanism.  

The present study aims to examine the penetrability of grouts under dynamic conditions of 

predefined peak and rest pressure intervals with frequencies lower than 0.5 Hz. The 

mechanism of action assumes active decomposition of any partially built plug in the vicinity 

of a narrowing in a rock fracture caused by the change in flow type before the constriction.  

The chosen method included the development of a laboratory grout injection system with a 

pneumatic valve and a pressure control rig. Tests were performed with both constant and 

varying pressure utilizing different periods of peak and rest intervals. The results showed an 

overall improvement of penetrability under dynamic conditions compared to the static. The 
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decrease in peak – rest durations from [2 – 2] to [4 – 8] s yielded almost 11 times more 

material penetrating the 30μm aperture size.   

The developed method utilized a pneumatic injection system which culminated in better 

penetration when tuned at [2 – 2] s of [peak – rest] durations with specific material properties. 

This study presents an indication that further research towards the direction of dynamic 

pressure application could be proven beneficial in the grouting industry.  

Keywords 

Penetrability, filtration, erosion, cement-based grout, variable/dynamic grouting      
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Grouting background 

Advancements in underground infrastructure works have set the demands very high regarding their 

performance and longevity. Grouting is a widely used method for sealing and strengthening the 

rock mass and soil as well as concrete structures. The present study deals mainly with grouting 

evaluation in a rock fracture. This type of grouting application has been very usually utilized in rock 

tunnelling projects and underground repositories.  

The act of grouting is consisted of drilling boreholes in the outer perimeter of the desired contour 

line of the face of the tunnel in specified spacing and length. The open boreholes are mounted with 

packers. The next main operation is the injection of the grout mixture into the boreholes. The fluid 

material penetrates the fractures and if the penetration is sufficient, a water tight zone is created 

around the contour line of the tunnel. The process continues with the excavation and further 

grouting if needed. The boreholes are drilled in such a fashion that there is a sufficient grouted cover 

ahead of the newly excavated tunnel face. The described method is generally known as pre-grouting 

and is considered the safest and most cost efficient grouting method (Hollmen, 2008). Post-grouting 

is done after the excavation step and is usually done locally to prevent excessive water ingress.  

 

Figure 1. Pre-grouting operation in the face of the tunnel. From Hollmen (2008). 
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A successful grouting operation is dependent on numerous parameters as described in Eklund 

(2005). The following figure shows the different aspects of a grouting procedure according to 

Eklund (2005). 

 

Figure 2. Important grouting aspects. Adapted from Eklund (2005).  

The present study focuses on a combination of material properties and pressure application 

technique. With that being said, grout as a fluid material has several properties that need to be 

understood and manipulated accordingly. Many researchers have dealt with this issue investigating 

mainly the penetrability and the main mechanisms that prevent grout from entering very fine 

fractures e.g. filtration and flocculation. This has been tested in the laboratory as well as on the field 

with a multitude of different techniques and instruments (see research background chapter).  

1.2 Scope of work 

In order to deepen the knowledge of the effects of grouting injection techniques regarding pressure 

application, the present study focused on the development and testing of a new dynamic grout 

injection system in the laboratory. The evaluation of the newly developed method was based on the 

findings of previous research regarding the penetrability of grouts such as Draganovic & Stille 
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(2011), Mohammed et al. (2015) and Pusch et al. (1985). The magnitude and type of applied 

pressure during the injection step has been tested by many researchers. Judging from the literature 

review, further investigation in the direction of the type of applied pressure could be beneficial. A 

narrower specialization margin was chosen for this study, meaning that the whole effort was put 

towards the type of applied pressure and its effects.   

1.2.1 Rationale and objectives of the research 

Filtration of penetrating grouts is the most frequent reason for flow stop during grouting in fractures 

smaller than 100μm. Different studies showed alternative ways to delay or counteract this process 

by either increasing the magnitude of pressure and thus erode any partially built plug (Draganovic 

A., Stille H., 2011), (Nobuto, et al., 2008) or applying oscillatory pressure (10 – 50 Hz) in order to 

reduce the viscosity of the grout and thus improve the flow properties (Mohammed, et al., 2015).  

The focus of this study was the examination of the possibility of an alternative mechanism of 

filtration retardation or erosion of any partially built plug. This mechanism was based not on the 

improvement of the flow properties of grout but on the active decomposition of the filter cake at the 

vicinity of the constriction. This was pursued by a chosen type of fluctuating pressure which was 

regulated automatically. The initial types perceived as appropriate for this kind of behavior are 

depicted in figure 3. 

Taking into account the above, the present study investigated the following testable and disprovable 

hypotheses: 

H1: “If dynamic pressure with specified frequency of 0.083 Hz, [peak – rest] intervals of [4 – 8] s 

and instantaneous change is applied during grout injection, filtration tendency decreases and 

penetrability improves compared to static pressure injection”. 
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H2: “If the cycle frequency is increased to 0.25 Hz with [peak – rest] intervals of [2 – 2] s and 

instantaneous change, filtration tendency reduces and penetrability improves”. 

H3: “If the aperture size of the slot decreases, filtration tendency increases but at different rates 

depending on the selected frequency”. 

The null hypotheses are as follow: 

H0a: “If dynamic pressure with specified frequency of 0.083 Hz, [peak – rest] intervals of [4 – 8] s 

and instantaneous change, is applied during grout injection, filtration tendency increases and 

penetrability deteriorates or no change is observed compared to static pressure injection”. 

H0b: “If the cycle frequency is increased to 0.25 Hz with [peak – rest] intervals of [2 – 2] s and 

instantaneous change, filtration tendency increases and penetrability deteriorates or no change is 

observed”. 

H0c: “If the aperture size of the slot decreases, filtration tendency increases with no difference at 

rates between different frequencies”. 

The objectives of the present research can be summarized as follows: 

 Design, development and utilization of an operational automated pressure regulating and 

monitoring system for grout injection in the laboratory. 

 Application and assessment of periodically varying pressure with scriptable frequencies, 

[peak – rest] intervals and maximum - minimum pressure. 

 Investigation and application of different durations for [peak – rest] intervals and 

assessment of the effects of the latter on filtration and penetrability.  

 Visualization of the filtration – erosion process through the pressure – time measurement 

and comparison with the weight – time and flow rate per cycle measurements. 
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 Establishment of the optimal period / frequency / [peak – rest] durations with regard to 

the tested material properties and instrumental set-up.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of the two possible types of scripted pressure according to the system’s capabilities.  
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1.2.2    Assumed action mechanism 

As mentioned previously, the application of a dynamic pressure had been utilized in previous 

research (see Pusch et al. (1985) and Mohammed et al. (2015)) as a means to disperse the cement 

particles and improve the flow properties of the suspension. That would principally happen due to 

the superimposed shear waves (S-waves) propagating through the mixture. The tested material 

exhibited thixotropic behavior, meaning time – depending and decreasing viscosity under 

oscillatory conditions.  

The present study assumed a different mechanism of action which focuses on the active 

decomposition or erosion of the partially built plug in the vicinity before the narrowing. Due to the 

change in flow rate and velocity of the suspension, sufficient conditions for successive transition 

from laminar to turbulent flow would probably be created.  The following figure depicts the 

mechanism and the difference between static and dynamic pressure. 

 

Figure 4. Different illustrations of the assumed mechanism of action for static and dynamic pressure. By courtesy of Ali Nejad 

Ghafar.  
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Under static high pressure conditions the grout front is pushed through the two imaginary fracture 

planes filling the void. When the suspension has reached the constriction, the material is pushed 

further into the constriction. Suppose the grout is gradually filtrated, the particles start to accumulate 

in the vicinity of the constriction. This process reduces both the flow rate and the velocity of the 

material. Consequently, this will result in flow stop. Due to initially high pressure differential and 

relatively small cross-sectional area, the velocity is assumed to be enough for turbulent flow to 

occur. With gradual filtration and particle accumulation the flow rate and velocity decrease. This 

will eventually lead to transition from turbulent to laminar flow and at the end flow stop. The static 

pressure provides constant compression to the formed filter cake with no possibility to erode it once 

formed.  

During the dynamic pressure, the pressure magnitude changes periodically between a minimum 

and a maximum value. The principle during the peak interval is the same with the static pressure. 

However, during the rest interval, pressure, flow rate and velocity drop making the flow transition 

from turbulent to laminar. If the flow area is enough for a sufficient pressure differential, with the 

increase of pressure during the peak interval the flow becomes turbulent again. This turbulence in 

flow could potentially erode any partially built plug by redistributing the particles in the suspension 

and thus decomposing the filter cake. Each period consists a new attempt to erode any formed plug 

by this mechanism.  

Noteworthy is the fact that, a prerequisite for the optimal operation of the assumed mechanism is 

that there is enough pressure drop during the rest interval hence, more intense transition from 

laminar to turbulent during the increase of pressure. The rest interval could also provide some sort 

of loosening effect between the particles of the partially built plug and thus prepare them to be 

detached during the coming peak interval. 
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1.3 Limitations of the research 

The whole design of this experimental study was based on a potentially useful method that was 

developed and tested in the laboratory. Certain limitations have to be noted. 

1.3.1 Methodological limitations 

Sample size – Although the performed test repetitions were judged to be enough to draw some 

conclusions, more data would give a better understanding towards the reliability of the findings. 

Real fracture representation – The geometry of the chosen instrument simulates a rock fracture 

with a constriction. The slot channel has predefined dimensions and relatively smooth surface 

compared to that of a real rock surface. This facilitates the examination of the penetration in the lab 

but under controlled conditions. Factors such as the limited longitudinal flow before the 

constriction, the limited width of the slot and the lack of irregularities of the grout path should be 

taken into consideration when drawing conclusions. 

Lack of prior research – Although the field of grouting is researched a lot, the manipulation of 

pressure in a manner similar to the one adopted by this study was scarcely covered. With that being 

said, certain decisions regarding the design of the method had to be made based on the judgement 

of the author.    

Equipment limitations – The gathered equipment was a result of a rather scrutinizing and iterative 

process. However, many parts of the configuration were already existing. In that regard, the newly 

added portion of the set-up was dictated by the already existing one up to a certain degree. This 

could have influence on the final product.  

Biased interpretation – A certain degree of biased interpretation has to be taken into account. 

Throughout the whole process of this research, decisions had to be made that might have been based 
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on biased interpretation of certain events. This could include the process of fine tuning of the 

pneumatic system and choice of certain parameters of the study.  

1.3.2 Limitations of the researcher 

Lack of knowledge of several resources’ languages – Several sources needed for further support of 

the study were found only in languages of little or no understanding by the author. Due to this, 

several indirect ways of acquiring the required knowledge had to be implemented. This could have 

led into some false assessments.  

Limited knowledge regarding pneumatic systems – The necessary knowledge for the design and 

development of the pneumatic system implemented for the needs of this study, was newly acquired 

during the process of this research. Judgement was dictated by the aforementioned fact.  
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2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Due to the importance of a successful grouting operation and the fair complexity of the problem, 

many researchers approached penetrability and penetration stability of grouts from different 

perspectives. The conducted research review revealed that several different testing and measuring 

methods were developed over the years. That would include the development of both new testing 

equipment and useful parameters to better describe the behaviour of grout material as a means for 

sealing a network of fractures. According to the review of previous research, the following 

parameters were found to be the governing ones regarding filtration and penetrability of grouts.  

 Aperture size 

 Water to cement ratio (w/c) 

 Rheology (viscosity, shear resistance) 

 Grain size and distribution 

 Additives (e.g. dispersing agents) 

 Constriction geometry (e.g. slot or mesh) 

 Chemical reactions (hydration) 

 Attractive – repulsive forces between grains (flocculation, agglomeration) 

 Cement storage time 

 Waiting time mixing and injection 

 Mixing time and mixer type 

 Magnitude and type of applied pressure 

The above parameters were tested by researchers with different methods and instruments, each of 

which had different characteristics. This led to cross-examination of some of the most governing 

factors but at the same time resulted in differences between methods. According to the author’s 

judgement, it would be beneficial to, firstly, introduce the main testing equipment used in previous 
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research and secondly, examine the findings of researchers following the aforementioned 

parametric categorization. 

2.1 Main instruments and methods for filtration and penetrability measurement 

2.1.1 Sand column  

The sand column is very usually utilized in grout penetration measurements and is designated by 

the French standard (NF 18-891, n.d.). A configuration of the device (Axelsson, et al., 2009) is 

shown in figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Sand column according to Axelsson et al. (2009). 

The sand column is comprised of three main parts: the grout container, the glassy sand column and 

the water column. The grout under pressure is pushed from the container towards the sand column 

which is filled with sand of known particle size distribution. The penetration length of the grout is 

measured in three different ways:  
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a. By relating it to the water rise in the water column in the case where the sand column is 

saturated 

b. By measuring the grout volume in unsaturated conditions 

c. By visual inspection of the sand column 

According to Axelsson et al. (2009), the porosity, hydraulic conductivity and theoretical aperture 

could be used to relate the sand column’s medium to a real rock fraction. Axelsson et al. (2009) 

suggested that the theoretical aperture could produce easier and more suitable comparison with the 

real fracture aperture. As the latter author stated in the same research paper, Bergman (1970) 

proposed the “fictitious aperture”. According to this, the “fictitious aperture” is dependent on the 

grain size median D50 and follows the expression shown below. 

 bfic=0.15 ∙ D50 (1) 

 

Another expression, as seen in Axelsson et al. (2009), which is derived from the maximum 

penetration of a Bingham fluid in a granular material Imax (Axelsson & Gustafson, 2007) and the 

maximum penetration Imax of a Bingham fluid in a rock fracture (Gustafson G., Stille H., 1996) is 

the following: 

 
beqv=

8

π∙S∙(1-n)
 

(2) 

 

Equation (2) represents the equivalent aperture for a Bingham fluid1 e.g. grout suspensions where 

S is the specific area of the sand and n is the porosity. The question that immediately rises is, how 

accurate the equivalent aperture is. The results according to Axelsson et al. (2009) revealed a case 

where the analytic solution to the prediction of the grout penetrability in rock fracture (Gustafson 

& Stille, 2005) diverged from the measured one. This, as stated by the author, could be due to the 

                                                 
1 Bingham fluids behave as rigid bodies under a certain stress level τ0 and as viscous fluids under higher stresses than τ0.  
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fact that the maximum penetration (eq. 3) (Gustafson G., Stille H., 1996) does not account for 

filtration but only for the driving and resistant forces.  

 
Imax=

Δp

2∙τ0

∙b 
(3) 

  

Figure 6 depicts the comparison between the analytic and measured results for two experiments. 

 

Figure 6. Comparative depiction of analytic and measured results of penetration over time according to Axelsson et al. (2009). 

In that regard, it would be logical to say that to relate and compare the penetration results of the 

sand column with those of a fracture is a complicated task.  

In research conducted by Schwarz (1997), the filtration process is divided into two main types and 

these are the surface and straining filtration. The former is occurring in the surface of the porous 

medium while the latter, inside it (Draganović, 2009). In a similar fashion, Axelsson et al. (2009) 

concludes with three different stop mechanisms.  

 Clogging, where the grains are stuck before entering the aperture 

 Filtration, where the grains enter the aperture but gradually separate from the flow and 

eventually plug the pores 
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 Resistance, where when the grouting pressure reaches the frictional resistance the flow 

stops. 

The apparent difference of the nature of flow paths between a porous medium and a rock fracture 

urged many researchers to study the possible relation between the two. This endeavor proved that 

the relation of the two is difficult. 

2.1.2  Pressure chamber or filter press  

An alternative experimental rig for measuring the filtration stability is the pressure chamber. The 

pressure chamber performs as follows: the grout fills a container and is pressed by compressed air. 

The suspension is forced to pass through a filtering surface of varying types such as paper, fine sand 

and other hardened materials such as soft rock etc. while water is passed through the filter (Gandais 

& Delmas, 1987). The permeability of the filter is known in each case and is given by eq. (4): 

 
K=

k

s
 

(4) 

  

where k is the coefficient of permeability and s is the filter’s thickness. Figure 7 shows the 

configuration according to Widmann (1996). 

 

Figure 7. Pressure chamber set-up as seen in Widmann (1996). 
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As Gandais & Delmas (1987) describe, during the filtration process and as time passes, a pasty 

deposit is formed on the contact surface of the filter. The density of the residue is varying linearly 

with the depth and the tests showed that it is “directly proportional to the quantity of the filtered 

water” (Gandais & Delmas, 1987, p. 31). As stated by the same authors, the type of filtration 

mechanism that is presented, is representative of the one occurring during injection in a fissure. 

According to that, the grout is pressed against the fracture walls and gradually some water is 

penetrating the walls due to the possible porosity or micro-cracks, leaving a growing deposit. 

Eventually, this will result in a plug stopping the flow, a state known as “refusal” (Gandais & 

Delmas, 1987).  

As Draganović (2009) commented, this type of stop mechanism might not be relevant in the study 

of very impermeable materials, fact that is valid in this study also since the walls of the artificial 

fracture utilized are made of steel.  

 

Figure 8. Pasty deposit formation as depicted in Gandais & Delmas (1987). 
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2.1.3 Filter pump  

Hansson (1995) conducted research regarding the improvement of grouting in concrete. Filter pump 

was one new method introduced by this study. Filter pump consisted another method for evaluation 

of filtration stability (ibid). The suggested device is portable, making it suitable for field tests as 

well. Figure 9 illustrates the device. 

 

Figure 9. Filter pump as seen in Hansson (1995). 

The grout is sucked by pulling the handle while it is forced to pass through a woven metal wire 

cloth. The wire cloth consists a mesh of predefined widths of 32, 45, 75, 100 or 125 μm (Hansson, 

1995). At the end, a qualitative evaluation of the filtration stability is conducted according to the 

amount of collected material.  

 

Figure 10. Filter detail and grout particle movement. From Eriksson et al. (2000) 
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The tests performed by Hansson (1995) included concrete crack grouting, sand column tests and 

smooth crack grouting. All the results of the aforementioned tests were compared with the results 

obtained from filter pump tests. The evaluation of the results by the author is summarized below: 

 There is an underlined correlation between the measurements of filter pump and grout take 

of the concrete crack and a strong relation between w/c and filtration stability. 

 A “tolerable correlation” (Hansson, 1995, p. 1023) exists between the measurements of 

sand column and filter pump. 

 The volume passed from the filter pump was almost double compared to the one passed for 

the smooth crack. 

Apart from the findings regarding the w/c ratio, the interesting fact about those measurements was 

that they gave a view of whether a correlation between measurements of different devices exists. It 

seems that the mesh geometry of the filter pump is best correlated to the porous medium of the sand 

column instead of the concrete crack. As stated by Hansson (1995), A prerequisite for the above 

correlation is that the material behaves as close to a Newtonian fluid as possible. One fact that 

contributes to the somewhat questionable repeatability is the variable applied pressure during the 

test since it is done manually. 

Eriksson et al. (2000) performed measurements with the filter pump by keeping the same grout 

recipe but varying the width of the filter. By gradually increasing the filter width in each successive 

test, the amount of grout passing from the filter increased. That way, one could identify which 

widths could be grouted effectively by the tested grout meaning from which the grout passed 

without filtration, with some filtration or did not pass at all. Thus, Eriksson et al. (2000) proposed 

two properties for describing the penetrability of a given grout and these were bmin and bcrit. Both 

are illustrated below. 
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Figure 11. Depiction of bmin and bcrit according to Eriksson et al. (2000). 

As Eriksson et al. (2000 p. 359) have noted “[a]t the aperture below bcritical, the grout will be filtered 

and, hence, will have changed properties compared to the initial grout. No grout can pass a 

constriction with an aperture below the minimum bmin” 

These two properties of the grout are utilized in this research for evaluation of the grout 

penetrability. 

2.1.4 Penetrability meter  

The penetrability meter is another commonly used device for measuring penetrability and filtration. 

It was developed by Eriksson and Stille (2003) and basically it consisted an improvement of the 

filter pump. The main part of the device is a container with an attached outlet where the grout comes 

out. The end of the outlet houses the different filters. The grout in the container is pushed under 1 

bar of constant pressure and passes through the filter. Again, the mesh sizes vary. The two properties 

measured by the penetrability meter were the bmin and bcritical.  

Figure 12 illustrates the penetrability meter.   
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Figure 12. The penetrability meter. The method was innovated by Eriksson and Stille (2003). 

The penetrability meter was used by many researchers to test several different parameters such as 

w/c, storage time, additives, mixing time and mixer type variations. However, the mesh geometry 

of the filters made the comparison of the results with the slot geometry of the fracture rather 

challenging. Eklund and Stille (2008) took on to deal with this issue by performing tests with inert 

and cement material using both mesh and slot geometry. Among various conclusions regarding 

other parameters, they refer to the possible tendency that the mesh geometry has, towards building 

filter cakes more easily than the slot. This is explained and illustrated by the following figure they 

provided. 

 

Figure 13. Filter and slot geometry. The directions of the supported filtered grains are shown with the black arrows. (Eklund & 

Stille, 2008) 
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As they further discuss, the mesh provides two main directions by which the grains can be 

supported, whereas, in slot there is only one (Eklund & Stille, 2008). In fact, tests with inert material 

gave steadily higher amounts of passed volume per filter area using the slot compared to the mesh. 

The following table is taken from Eklund and Stille (2008) and showcases the latter. 

   

Table 1. Test results with inert material and w/c of 0.7 according to Eklund & Stille (2008). 

 

 

An alternative factor for the characterization of the filtration tendency of a mix was proposed by 

Eklund & Stille (2008) and that was the factor k. This factor is the “quotient between the used filter 

aperture in the test equipment […] and the grain size […] of the dry cement powder (k > b/d95)” 

(Eklund & Stille, 2008, p. 393). In that regard, the factor k can be adapted, as it was in that study, 

according to bmin and bcrit. Basically, what factor k tells us is that, the higher it is the higher the 

filtration tendency of a given mix is and vice versa.  

2.1.5 The NES method 

This method featured an artificial fracture in rock in the form of two parallel steel plates and it was 

developed by Sandberg (1997). The configuration included a scale for weighting the grout container 

which held the grout material. The grout mix was injected into the slot by the means of gas under 

pressure in a gas tank. The grouting pressure used by Sandberg (1997) was 20 bars and the aperture 

of the slot was 50 μm. The grouting profile of this method resembles that of a borehole to fracture. 
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The figure below shows the NES method setup. 

 

Figure 14. Experimental setup of the NES method. From Draganovic (2009) as seen in Sandberg (1997). 

The main measuring means used with this method was grout amount over grouting time. Of course, 

filtration in this case would happen in the vicinity where the borehole connects to the slot. One 

characteristic of this method was the capacity of the system to support higher pressures such as 20 

bars and as it will be seen later, this will affect the penetration of grout under certain circumstances.  

A slightly modified configuration was used by Nobuto et al. (2008). According to the author, the 

plates used for penetration tests had four outflow paths and the equipment used was real field 

equipment with mixer, agitator and flow control system. The main difference was that the system 

was able to perform tests from 10 to 50 bars of pressure with a stepwise increase (Draganović, 2009) 

as seen in Nobuto et al. (2008).   

The following figure depicts the assumed mechanism of filtration and clogging according to Nobuto 

et al. (2008). 
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Figure 15. The assumed sequence of filtration and clogging according to Nobuto (2008). Adapted from Nobuto et al. (2008). 

2.1.6 PenetraCone 

The PenetraCone was developed at Chalmers University of Technology and provided another 

alternative for field penetrability measurements. This measuring device is comprised of two conical 

cylinders, an outer and an inner one. Behind the cylinders there is a hollow section where the grout 

flows. By rotating the inner part adjustments of the width between the two cones can be made. In 

this manner the width can be varied while the grout flows. Basically, a typical test would begin with 

a fairly large width. According to Axelsson & Gustafson (2009), while the grout flows through the 

outlet holes the width is gradually decreased until the point where the grout is dripping is reached. 

After this point, the width is re-opened making the flow continuous again. The test is finalized with 

the gradual decreasing of the width until flow stop is achieved.  

 

1. Grout penetrates into channel 

2. Grout mounds over channel and only water can penetrate (filter cake grows) 

3. Filter cake brakes partially by increase of pressure and grout penetrates again 

4. Grout mounds over channel again and finally grout clogs 
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As Axelsson & Gustafson (2009) state, the gauge reading at the time where continuous flow turns 

to dripping gives the bfilter and the reading at flow stop gives the bstop. According to the latter author, 

the use of a slit geometry is advantageous since it is similar to the geometry used in theoretical 

calculations. Figure 16 gives an illustration of the PenetraCone. 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Illustration of PenetraCone (upper part) and cross-section (lower). From Axelsson et al. (2009). 

Axelsson & Gustafson (2009) performed tests using both the PenetraCone and the Penetrability 

Meter for method comparison. The tests were performed with the same batches but with a different 

times after mixing. It is stated by the above-mentioned author that this could have a possible impact 

on the final penetrability. The results showed no clear relation between the two testing methods. 

The two pairs of properties compared were the bcrit and bmin to bfilter and bstop. Due to the uncertainties 

introduced during the tests for the two methods, an attempt was made to identify a link between the 

two methods by comparing the PenetraCone results with the ones performed with the Penetrability 
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Meter by researchers in previous measurements. As Axelsson & Gustafson (2009) concluded, there 

is a tendency that bfilter is 2 to 6 times the d95 of the grout and that was found to be quite in the same 

range as bcrit in tests performed by Eklund (2005). Another quite interesting finding was the fact 

that, according to Axelsson & Gustafson (2009), bstop was found to be 1 to 2 times the d95 value. 

This is in disagreement with the bmin of 2 to 3 times the d95 value which is more commonly found. 

It is estimated by the previous author, that this is a possible indication that the PenetraCone 

measures the “width of single grout grains while the bmin measures the width as grains have clogged 

into larger grains” (Axelsson & Gustafson, 2009, p. 7). 

2.1.7 The Short Slot 

Draganović and Stille (2011) developed a device that had its basis on the NES configuration. The 

core of it was a manufactured artificial fracture made of two steel plates bolted together. The major 

difference of this device was that the two channels of the short slot led to two constrictions before 

the point of the outflow. This means that the point where the grout would be filtered was different 

from that of a borehole to fracture (NES method). The rest of the experimental set-up included a 

gas tank as a source of pressure, a grout tank which was attached to the slot and a weighting system 

for registering the weight over time. Since this is the main instrument used in the present study, it 

is presented more thoroughly in chapter 3.  

As Draganović and Stille (2011) stated, taking into account all the estimated requirements for an as 

sufficient as possible representation of a real fracture, the device should have the possibility of 

changing pressure while maintaining a relatively high level of the latter, visual examination of the 

filter cake, alternative constriction geometries and erosion of the partially built plug.  

As mentioned above, the main measuring method with the short slot was weighting of the system 

during grouting time. According to Draganovic and Stille (2011), the linear relation between weight 

– time was an indication of no filtration while a non-linear would imply filtration. Figure 17 depicts 
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a section of the slot’s constriction and the assumed arching happening at the reduction of width. In 

their study, bcrit, bmin and k factors were used and they examined different alternatives for grain size 

and distribution, w/c, pressure, constriction geometry, additives and cement-alcohol suspensions. 

 

 

Figure 17. Slot constriction's sections (upper) and arching in the vicinity of the narrowing (lower). From Draganović and Stille 

(2011). 

2.1.8 The Long Slot 

In order to examine the influence of pressure during the grouting, Draganović and Stille (2014) 

developed a new instrument called the long slot. The length of this instrument was 4 m in total and 

the width 0.1 m. It featured a 2 m channel of 0.5 mm aperture leading to a constriction of 75 μm. 

The pressure source was a nitrogen gas tank pressing the grout out from a grout container and into 

the slot. The main difference between the long slot and short slot is that the former had a 

considerable length which facilitated the monitoring and observation of pressure along the slot. 

Draganovic and Stille (2014) takes the view that, the long slot is a better representation of a real 

fracture than short slot is. The tests performed during their study included long slot, short slot and 
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penetrability tests in order to compare the results and observe any possible link between the three 

different methods.  

Three different recipes were used with INJ30, MF20 and UF12 as cement. The main focus was to 

identify the filtration process inside the slot using the pressure gradient as an indication (Draganović 

& Stille, 2014). For that matter, four pressure sensors were placed in the longitudinal direction of 

the slot. The following figure shows a section of the long slot as well as the assumed grout flow 

pattern in the vicinity of the constriction and pressure variance with and without filtration. 

 

 

Figure 18. Long slot section (a), plug building in the vicinity of the constriction (b) and the pressure variance along the slot with and 

without filtration (c) and (d) respectively. Taken from Draganović & Stille (2014). 
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As it is seen in figure 18, the pressure was monitored at the entrance of the slot, right before the 

constriction, right after the constriction and right before the outlet. A representative plot of a 

pressure – time is the following. 

 

Figure 19. Pressure measurements of the four sensors and illustration of filtration and erosion of the filter cake (Draganović & Stille, 

2014). 

The above plot provides some interesting information regarding the plug development in the slot. 

Pressure P1 remains almost constant throughout the test since it is measured right after the pressure 

source and it stays close to 15 bars. Pressure P2, which is measured right before the narrowing of 

the slot, exhibits a gradual increase. P3, right after the constriction, shows an increase for about 10 

s following P2. After that, P3 begins to drop while P2 continues to increase. This divergence from 

each other is marked by Draganovic and Stille (2014) as filtration. That is rational since the supplied 

pressure is constant and the only reason for that would be area reduction due to particle 

accumulation. The P3 reduction is followed by a stabilized period of about 12 s and a sudden jump 

in the pressure at around 62 s. That point is due to possible erosion as stated by the author. A second 

interval of filtration follows with an increase in P3 pressure. It is quite expected that a very similar 
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behavior would be recorded by pressure sensor P4. The P4 pressure movement follows that of P3 

quite faithfully but at lower levels until the end of test.  

Draganovic & Stille (2014) showed that is possible to relate the pressure changes during grouting 

with filtration and erosion and that has been a crucial part of the present study as well. While the 

author comments that the long slot is regarded more accurate representation of the real conditions, 

they consider the use of the short slot more practical. Moreover, penetrability meter results might 

underestimate grout penetrability (Draganović & Stille, 2014). 

2.2  Penetrability influencing factors 

2.2.1 Water to cement ratio 

Water to cement ratio is one of the most tested parameters among many researchers. Axelsson et 

al. (2009) studied the effect of different w/c with the sand column. They tested Mylonite of dmax = 

20 μm and concluded that w/c is a governing factor regarding the penetrability of grouts. In their 

tests an increase in the w/c resulted in better penetration. That was supported by Hansson (1995) 

who tested and compared the penetrability of grouts with filter pump and a concrete crack. The 

following figure showed a clear correlation of w/c and passed volume. 

 

Figure 20. Increase of passed grout volume with the increase of w/c. From (Hansson, 1995). 
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On the other hand, according to tests performed by Eriksson & Stille (2003) using the penetrability 

meter and INJ30 cement, the values of bcrit and bmin were not influenced a lot by the change of w/c 

ratio, fact that contradicts with the previous findings. Considering the fact that both filter pump and 

penetrability meter used the mesh geometry, they should give similar results. Measurements with 

the penetrability meter by Eriksson et al. (2004), showed that a w/c of 0.6 increased the variance of 

bcrit (100 - 140 μm) while for w/c of 1.0 the same property was close to 90 μm. Among other 

parameters, Eklund and Stille (2008) stated that the k property is dependent on the w/c. The latter 

authors performed tests with the penetrability meter using mesh and slot geometry. 

Sandberg (1997) performed tests with very fine-grained cements using the NES method. It is well 

known that very-fine grained cements exhibit pour penetrability due to flocculation. In his series of 

tests, the w/c ratio was kept at 3.0 which is considered to be high. The results showed that a 

considerable amount of grout penetrated the slot and it seems that it was influenced by the high w/c 

in conjunction with the high pressure of 20 bars. Hjertström (2001) also performed tests with the 

NES method and results using two different w/c of 1.0 and 3.0 showed considerable penetrability 

improvement for INJ30 and less for more fine-grained cements. 

PenetraCone tests performed by Axelsson & Gustafson (2009) revealed a decrease of bfilter and bstop 

with an increase of the w/c ratio for both cement and inert materials. The same descending trend 

followed the ratio bfilter / d95 and bstop / d95 which indicated less filtration tendency.  

According to Draganović and Stille (2011), tests performed with the short slot and varying w/c with 

coarse and fine-grained cement, revealed that by increasing the w/c the penetrability will improve. 

Figure 21 shows the results of penetrability tests with ANL and UF16 with grouting pressure 15 

bars and varying w/c. In the case of ANL the aperture size was 200μm while in UF16 the size was 

100μm.  
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Figure 21. Penetrability tests with different w/c. Cement was ANL (left) and UF16 (right) and the aperture sizes were 200μm (left) 

and 100μm (right). Taken from Draganović & Stille (2011). 

Regarding the overall researchers’ views and despite the slight differences between methods, w/c 

seems to be a governing factor for grout penetrability. Of course, the inherent dissimilarities of the 

studied instruments and their geometries make the evaluation not so apparent. Nevertheless, it is 

rational to support that the relation exists.  

2.2.2 Grain size and distribution  

Grain size and distribution are two factors that seem to be affecting the penetrability of grouts. 

Schwarz (1997) showed that particles of very small size exhibit very poor penetrability and tend to 

build flocks that form relatively large structures that get filtrated. According to Draganović (2009), 

commenting on Schwarz’s findings, the attractive forces that are present between particles of less 

than 4μm, influence particles larger than 4μm much less.  

As mentioned earlier, Eklund and Stille (2008) defined the quotient of the critical aperture size over 

the d95 as k. From tests performed with the 75, 100 and 125μm sizes and w/c of 1.0, they observed 

that generally, k should be between 4 and 10 and for the fine-grained cement-based grouts this could 

be over 16. Indicative is the fact that, bcrit of cement based tests for d95 lower than 20, is increasing 

rapidly. That indicates rapid increase of filtration tendency below 20μm. 
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Test performed by Sandberg (1997) with the NES method and a relatively high w/c of 3.0 showed 

that among the 16, 14 and 12μm micro-cement, the latter had the best penetrability. Of course, the 

pressure in this case was 20 bars and this could have also contributed to the results. Another 

interesting thing to consider is whether the geometry of the NES affected the penetrability results 

since there was no narrowing.  

Hjertström (2001) also used the NES method to test the penetrability of grouts based on different 

grain sizes and two w/c of 1.0 and 3.0. In both cases, INJ30 had the best penetrability compared to 

fine-grained cements of 16, 12 and 6 μm. According to Axelsson and Gustafson’s (2009) findings 

from tests with the penetracone, grouts with d95 lower than 20μm had the lowest penetrability, while 

between the grouts with d95 of 20 and 30μm, the former showed better penetrability.  Draganović 

and Stille (2011) concluded that, short slot tests with INJ30 and w/c of 0.6, gave the best 

penetrability compared to the ones with fine-grained cement, since they managed to penetrate slots 

of 100 and 75μm without filtration. The quotient k in this case was around 2. They suggested that 

an optimal interval for milling would be between 32 and 16μm.  

In all aforementioned cases, very fine-grained cement grouts displayed poor penetrability mainly 

due to flocculation. That contributed to either clogging or rapid filtration and plugging depending 

on the measuring method’s geometry. On the other hand, cement-based grouts of 20 to 30μm such 

as INJ30, showed sufficient penetration with a relatively low w/c. The above behavior seems to be 

valid regardless the mesh or slot geometry.     

2.2.3 Dispersing agents 

The effect of superplasticizers was examined by researchers and the general view is that, these 

additives improve the penetration of grouts by dispersing the cements particles ≤ 30 μm and thus 

preventing flocculation. Hansson (1995) by performing test with the filter pump, observed that with 

sufficient mixing time, the grouts that contained 2% superplasticizer (SP), gave much better 
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penetration and filtration stability. On the contrary, by Eriksson and Stille’s (2003) measurement 

results, one can conclude that the difference in penetrability between the batches that contained 0.7 

% SP and those that contained no admixtures, is not indicative of a clear effect of the SP content. 

They used the penetrability meter and the results of bcrit and bmin showed no apparent influence of 

the SP content. Eriksson et al. (2004) using the penetrability meter, found that the mean values of 

bcrit and bmin of grouts that contained 1% SP were somewhat lower (better penetrability) than of 

those with 0.5% and 0%. They also stated that the variations in rheology increased with the increase 

of SP and decrease of w/c ratio.  

Eklund and Stille (2008) point out that the presence of SP in the grout mixture decreases the k value 

but with no great safety as they were not actively examining the effect of the latter. They conclude 

that among other parameters, k is a function of SP too. According to Eriksson et al. (1999), 

measurements with the NES method, with grouts with and without SP, showed some variation. 

Tests with SP showed less variation. Draganović and Stille (2011) performed test with the short slot 

by using grouts with UF12 and the dispersing agent HPM of Cementa. They compared the results 

with the ones without the HPM. They concluded that the additives improved the penetrability of 

these grouts but the k value still remained high (around 16) which implied high filtration tendency. 

One reason for that could be that, the effect of the dispersing agent was not enough to de-flocculate 

the particles of such fine-grained cement. Whether this depends on the proper chemistry of the SP 

or not still remains to be seen.  

Dispersing agents seem to be an important addition to the grout admixture especially in the range 

of 20 to 30μm particle sizes’ cements. Very fine-grained cements seem to be less affected by 

superplasticizers. It is also noteworthy that, the proper mixing time and mixer type has to be utilized 

in conjunction with the dispersing agent for optimal results. 
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2.2.4 Mixing and storage time and type of mixer 

Further study done by Eriksson et al. (2004) with the penetrability meter, included examination of 

the effects of storage time, mixing time and type of mixer. They used two different grout recipes. 

The first one (A) was made of cement sacks that were stored several weeks while the second one 

(B) with cement that was delivered quite closely before mixing. It is interesting to observe that tests 

made with grout (A) gave varying results regarding the viscosity, yield value, bmin and bcrit, while 

grouts (B) gave a significantly narrower range of values. This provided consistency that was not 

observed during grout (A) results.  

The two mixing times utilized by Eriksson et al. (2004) were 1 min and 10 min. The differences in 

results regarding the four above-mentioned parameters were negligible between the two mixing 

times. On the other hand, the usage of field mixer resulted in grouts that gave largely varying results 

compared to the ones with the lab mixer. Summing up the results according to Eriksson et al. (2004), 

one could discern that mixing and storage time could indeed influence the rheology and 

penetrability of the produced grout. The variation in the results could be interpreted as change of 

the properties of the cement. It is reasonable to think that these changes are occurring locally in the 

cement volume and thus each batch could have different properties at the end. 

According to Hansson (1995), there is a certain time duration after which further mixing does not 

have any significant effect. Tests without SP showed that this time was approximately 60 s while 

as for tests with SP the same time was approximately 100 s. The same pattern was observed by 

Hjertström and Petersson (2006) using the NES method where mixing after 2 minutes did not 

improve penetrability. Hjertström and Petersson (2006) performed tests with the filter pump and 

among others, they tested two different mixer types, Cemix 102 – 202 colloidal mixers and a paddle 

mixer. The grouts were based on UF12 cement. The results for 45 and 125μm filters showed that 

Cemix 102 gave the best penetrability while Cemix 202 gave somewhat lower. The difference was 
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that Cemix 202 had larger mixing container. The paddle mixer gave no penetration at all for the 

same sizes. 

According to Eriksson et al. (1999), tests performed with the NES method and cement INJ30, 

showed that grout mixed with the lab mixer exhibited better penetrability compared to the ones 

mixed with the field mixer. Moreover, Eriksson & Stille (2003) showed that penetrability of UF12 

decreases with waiting time after mixing (bcrit and bmin increase).   

A different mixing method was used by Toumbakari et al. (1999), where they tested the effect of 

an ultrasonic dispersion. According to the author, they tested grouts composed of ordinary Portland 

cement with d95 of 42.5μm and silica fume with a sand column. Mixing of the grouts was done by 

the two compared methods, a mechanical high turbulence (HT) mixing and an ultrasonic (US) 

mixing at 28 kHz along with a stirring at 300 rpm (Toumbakari, et al., 1999).  

The goal of all tested grouts was to fully penetrate the sand column with voids’ diameter of 0.15 to 

0.3 mm and pressure of 0.8 to 1 bar. The viscosity of the grouts was also measured. Their results 

showed that grout prepared with US mixing penetrated the sand even with a low w/s ratio unlike 

grouts mixed with HT. This is attributed to the very good dispersion of the mixture and the occurred 

de-flocculation (Toumbakari, et al., 1999). It is highly recommended by the author that grouts to be 

injected in voids smaller than 300μm be mixed with US mixing even with low w/s and SP contents. 

During the above study, the apparent viscosity of the grouts measured in different time instances 

showed that US mixing managed to reduce it by 50 to 60% (Toumbakari, et al., 1999). Figure 22 

shows shear stress – shear rate plots of measurements at 0, 30, 60 and 120 minutes after preparation. 
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Figure 22. Apparent viscosity of grouts (w/s of 0.85 and SP of 1.2%) measured in different time instances for HS (solid line) and US 

(dotted line) mixing. Taken from Toumbakari et al. (1999). 

As one can conclude from the above, well dispersed grouts are a prerequisite for a successful 

grouting operation with increased penetration and acceptable flow properties. In that regard, mixing 

and storage time as well as mixer type are factors that are related to the dispersion of the suspension. 

2.2.5 Pressure type and magnitude 

Pressure during grout injection has been studied by quite a few researchers. Both type and 

magnitude of the pressure seems to be influencing the penetrability in different ways. According to 

Sandberg (1997) and tests he performed with the NES method and high pressure of 20 bars, the 

penetration of grouts made of very fine-grained cements such as micro-cement 12 was found to be 

acceptable without serious clogging. The magnitude of pressure in this method was increased 

significantly compared to methods like filter pump or penetrability meter. It is also worth 

mentioning that the w/c of 3.0 was relatively high and thus contributed in the penetration. 
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The NES method was used by Eriksson et al. (1999) to also test different magnitudes of pressure 

with two recipes based on w/c of 1.0 and 0.8. The results showed increased penetration with the 

increase in pressure for the 100μm aperture size while no significant change occurred with the 75μm 

size. Tests with w/c of 0.8 exhibited less penetrability. Hjertström (2001) utilized the same 

instrument with slot aperture size of 100μm, INJ30 and w/c of 0.8 to evaluate the effect of 2, 5 and 

20 bar pressure on penetrability. The increase of pressure gave increasingly improved penetration. 

Tests with 2 and 5 bar pressure showed some filtration with formed filter cakes, something that did 

not occur with 20 bar pressure test.   

As already mentioned, Nobuto et al. (2008) examined the sequential increase of pressure during 

high pressure clogging tests with similar experimental configuration to the NES method but with 

field equipment and a pressure control system. They used fine-grained cement with d95 of 16μm, 

w/c of 1.6 and aperture size of 50μm. Part of their results is shown in figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Penetration volume over time with sequentially increasing pressure from 10 to 50 bars. From Nobuto et al. (2008). 

The penetration volume measurements followed the pressure increase up to the 750th second of the 

test where the pressure reached its maximum 50 bars. There, it stabilized and approximately at the 

16th minute of the test the penetration volume dropped significantly and followed a downward trend. 

This was possibly due to clogging of the cement particles. According to the author, the penetrated 

volume in the case of static pressure was not sufficient whereas the sequentially increased pressure 

gave sufficient penetrated volume. 
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Draganovic & Stille (2011) utilized different magnitudes of pressure to test the penetrability in the 

short slot. In their hypothesis, they identify two possible places of erosion of the partially built plug: 

 Decomposition of the arch in the constriction 

 Decomposition of the plug along the walls of the slot channel 

They chose INJ30 with w/c of 0.6 and the 50μm slot due to the fact that previous tests with this 

configuration gave full penetration but with some filtration. One would assume that this way the 

filtration phenomenon would be exaggerated with decreased pressure. The following chart depicts 

their results.  

 

Figure 24. Short slot penetrability results using different grouting pressures. (Draganovic A., Stille H., 2011) 

The above curves showcased an augmentation of the filtration phenomenon with the decrease of 

pressure magnitude. As was concluded in the same study, due to the reduced filtration with the use 

of high pressure, the utilization of pressure magnitude as close to real grouting situations as possible 

is recommended (Draganovic A., Stille H., 2011).  

Apart from the studies regarding the effects of different pressure magnitude variations, research has 

been conducted examining types of grouting pressure other than constant or static. One such study 

was carried out by Mohammed et al. (2015), according to which oscillatory conditions were applied 
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during injection in an artificial slot. The slot was comprised of two plexiglass discs, able to create 

apertures of 100, 250 and 500μm and the grout’s spread was intended to be radial.  

They used two grout recipes “R1” and “R2” with Merit 5000 cement (dmax = 45μm), talc, quartzite 

powder and w/s 0.5 and 0.6. The w/s could be considered relatively low. The injection pressure had 

two sources, one supplying static pressure of up to 0.5 MPa and one dynamic oscillatory with 

frequencies 10 to 50 Hz and magnitude up to 1.5 MPa. Figure 25 illustrates their experimental set-

up. 

 

Figure 25. Experimental configuration according to Mohammed et al. (2015). 

They also tested the rheological properties of the two grouts under vibratory and non-vibratory 

conditions. Figure 26, shows the apparent difference between the two conditions especially 

regarding the yield value τ0 of the two mixtures. As concluded, the non-vibrated grouts behaved 

clearly as Bingham plastic fluids while the vibrated ones became almost Newtonian (Mohammed, 

et al., 2015).     
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Figure 26. Shear resistance – shear rate plots of the two grouts tested by Mohammed et al. (2015). From Mohammed et al. (2015). 

The vibrated grouts turned out to be more fluid mixtures with lower yield value τ0. According to 

Mohammed et al. (2015) the relation between the shear stress and shear rate can be approximated 

as linear. Injections of the two grouts under static pressure conditions showed that grout R2 had 

better penetration and faster spread than grout R1. Injections under dynamic conditions showed 

faster penetration for the 500 and 250μm but no considerable difference for the 100μm slot 

(Mohammed, et al., 2015). All experimental penetration results were compared to a theoretical 

model with fair agreement between the two. Figure 27 shows the comparative penetration results 

according to Mohammed et al. (2015).  

 

Figure 27. Static and dynamic injection penetration. (Mohammed, et al., 2015) 
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Similar tests with dynamic injections were performed by Pusch et al. (1985), using two concrete 

slabs as a simulation of the fracture. The dynamic source was a percussion drilling machine. The 

tested mixtures were bentonite – filler and bentonite – filler – cement and the slot apertures were 

ranging from 300 to 100μm. As stated by the author, dynamic injections gave high penetration of 

several decimeters or even meters through narrow fractures with good fluid characteristics. They 

concluded that the grain size was a limiting factor (Pusch, et al., 1985).   

It is evident that manipulation of pressure magnitude and type could influence the penetration and/or 

the rheological properties of the grout before injection yielding better results. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Grout mixture and recipe 

The tested material for this study was grout and the recipe followed for the production of each batch 

was a fairly common one: 

 Cement INJ30  

 W/C of 0.8 

 Superplasticizer content of 0.5% of cement weight 

 The table below gives the ingredients and amounts analytically. 

Table 2. Grout recipe in actual weights 

 

3.1.1 Cement characteristics 

The cement used was Injektering 30, a micro-cement with d95 of 30μm, provided by Cementa AB. 

The cement was delivered in 20 kg sacks and it was stored in a dry environment protected by plastic 

covers in order to avoid contact with air and also resting on a pallet to avoid contact with the possibly 

moist floor. The cement was stored for a smaller period of time than the one recommended by the 

manufacturer which is less than 6 months. Injektering 30 is based on clinker similar to the ordinary 

Portland cement.  

INJ30 has tricalcium aluminate (C3A) content of 2% which gives it a sulphate resistance (SR) of 3. 

The alkaline content is low and thus no damaging reactions with alkali reactive aggregates take 

place. The chromate content is also low.  

 

Ingredient Cement INJ30 Tap water Superplasticizer iFlow-1

Weight [gr] 3000 2400 15
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The table below lists the characteristics and properties of the INJ30. 

Table 3. Characteristics and properties of INJ30 cement according to SS-EN 197-1 and SS 13 42 03. (Cementa AB, 2013). 

 

3.1.2 Superplasticizer 

In order to avoid flocculation and achieve high workability and a well-dispersed suspension, a 

dispersing admixture (superplasticizer) was used. The superplasticizer used was iFlow-1 from Sika 

and the handling and storage of the product followed the recommendations of the manufacturer. 

Table 3 lists the properties of the dispersing agent. 

Table 4. Characteristics and properties of iFlow-1 superplasticizer according to EN934-2. (Sika Sweden AB, 2014) 

 

Setting time [min] 100

BET specific surface area [m
2
/kg] 1300

Physical properties

Compact density [kg/m
3
] approx. 3100 - 3200

Bulk density [kg/m3] approx. 800 - 1500

Chemical properties

MgO max. 5.0% by weight

SO3 max. 3.5% by weight

Chlorides, calculated as Cl max. 0.1% by weight

Density [kg/dm
3
] 1.09 ± 0.02

pH value 5 ± 1

Total chloride ion content [% w/w] < 0.10

Equivalent sodium oxide as % Na2O < 1.0

Dry content [%] 40 ± 1

Viscosity Fluid

Dosage Approx. 0.3 - 0.5 % by weight of cement
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3.1.3 Grout mixing and sample preparation 

The main mixer used during the mixing process was a VMA rotor-stator lab mixer capable of high 

speeds accompanied by a control unit for adjusting the speed. The second mixer utilized for pre-

mixing was a regular hand mixer. Figure 28 depicts the type of rotor-stator tip and the control unit. 

 

                     

Figure 28. Representation of the type of rotor-stator and control unit. Digital image. VMA – GETZMANN. No date. Web. 

19/2/2015. http://www.vma-getzmann.com/modules/bildergalerie.php?bilder_seiten_id=118&sprache=eng&seite=3 (left image), 
Digital image. Direct industry. No date. Web. 19/2/2015. http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photo-g/laboratory-agitator-

61695-4740023.jpg.  

The mixing procedure for the production of every grout batch was subdivided in two steps and they 

were as follow: 

 Pre-mixing with the hand mixer until all cement was poured in the water container 

 Main mixing with the lab mixer at 10.000 rpm 

The total mixing time was 4 minutes with the superplasticizer content being added after the first 

minute of mixing with the lab mixer had passed. The prepared grout mixture was then poured 

immediately in the grout tank ready for the test to commence.  

Figure 29 shows two moments from the main mixing process. 

http://www.vma-getzmann.com/modules/bildergalerie.php?bilder_seiten_id=118&sprache=eng&seite=3
http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photo-g/laboratory-agitator-61695-4740023.jpg
http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photo-g/laboratory-agitator-61695-4740023.jpg
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Figure 29. Mixing instances using the lab mixer.  

 

Grout sample preparation consisted of weighting of the cement, water and superplasticizer, pre-

mixing and mixing to obtain the final well-dispersed material. The process can be summarized in 

the following flowchart. 

 

Figure 30. Sample preparation flowchart. 

 

Selection of two clean 
and dry plastic buckets 

for cement and water and 
one small cup for 
superplasticizer.

Zeroing of the scale 
before each weighting.

Careful collection of the 
cement, water and 

superplasticizer in their 
respsective buckets.

Weighting the 
appropriate amounts of 

the ingredients.

Placement of the water in 
the metallic bucket of the 

main mixer.

Gradual discharge of the 
cement in the water 

bucket while pre-mixing 
the two for about 1 

minute.

Placement of the pre-
mixed water-cement 
mixture on the VMA 

mixer and 
commencement of main 
mixing at 10,000 rpm.

Addition of 
superplasticizer content 
after 1 minute of main 

mixing.

Stop of mixing - Sample 
is ready for testing.
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3.2 Experimental setup and instruments 

3.2.1 Overview of the main device configuration 

The system that was developed in order to apply dynamic pressure during grout injection was 

comprised of both hardware and software components. From the list of components and instruments 

that is presented further down, two of them consist the core of the system’s function and these are 

the short slot and the pneumatic valve. The former because it is the basis of all the work for this 

study and the latter because it is the part that shapes the pressure’s values over time giving it a 

varying character as desired. Figure 31 shows the testing device that was developed inside a metallic 

frame. 

 

 

Figure 31. Details of the main testing device. 

 

1. Metallic frame 

2. Load cell 

3. HBM pressure sensor 

4. Inlet valve 

5. Flushing valve 

6. Grout tank 

7. Gas tank 

8. Pressure regulator 

9. PID controller  

10. Pneumatic valve 

11. High pressure hose 

12. Vegabar 83 pressure sensor 

13. Short slot 

14. Gate valve 
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Figure 32 gives a panoramic view of the lab setup. 

 

Figure 32. Panoramic view of the laboratory arrangement. 

3.2.2 Description of instruments and hardware parts  

3.2.2.1 Metallic frame  

In order to suspend the system, as it was mandatory for the appropriate performance of the system, 

a metallic frame was built and used as the structure from which the scale and the main device was 

hung. The large openings around it, as seen in figure 32, facilitated the monitoring process as well 

as any possible activities during the tests. The frame was quite sturdy in order to avoid any 

unnecessary vibrations and disturbances. 

 

1. Metallic frame 6. “Vegabar 83” pressure sensor 11. “FlowPlot” and “Catman easy” software 

2. Grout tank 7. N2 gas tank 12. VMA lab mixer and control unit 

3. Short slot 8. Pressure regulator 13. PID controller and HBM DAQ system 

4. Load cell 9. Ball sector valve  

5. HBM pressure sensor 10. I/P converter & actuator  
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Figure 33. Different illustrations of the grout tank. 

3.2.2.2 Grout tank 

The grout tank used had a capacity of approximately 2.6 lit and was designed to withstand high 

pressures. The upper part consists of a cone for the grout to enter and a valve for sealing the tank. 

Further down, the tank has an outlet with a valve used mainly for flushing and counter-

diametrically, another one connected to the HBM pressure sensor. The bottom part is specifically 

designed to fit the short slot and has a welded 4-hole flange attached to it. Below, several 

illustrations of the tank are provided. 
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3.2.2.3 Short slot 

The instrument used for measuring penetrability was the short slot. According to Draganović and 

Stille (2011) this device resembles an artificial fracture which leads to two constrictions and it is 

comprised of two steel circular plates with a diameter of 300 mm and 8 bolt holes on each plate. 

The upper and lower discs were designed differently and there is a 60 mm wide channel engraved 

in both of them.  

In more detail, the upper disc was designed to be connected to the grout tank via a welded flange 

which leads to an artificial bore hole. The lower and upper discs are supposed to be screwed together 

and the two channels should form a 1 mm high slot, up to the point of the constriction. The 

constriction apertures used for this study were 70, 53, 43 and 30 μm. Figure 34 shows a cross-

section of the short slot.  

 

 

Figure 34. Short slot cross-section. Adapted from Draganović & Stille (2011). 
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As it is seen in the figure above, the grout under high pressure is passed from the grout tank towards 

the artificial bore hole and it reaches the slot making its way to the two constrictions where the 

outflow begins with possible filtration.  

Originally, short slot has two outflow apertures which, for the sake of convenience, were called 

south (S) and north (N). One of the two apertures was sealed with the combination of rubber washer 

and a silica sealant.  

The reasons for that choice were: 

1. Preliminary measurements showed a slight difference between the poles’ aperture size and 

the nominal size of each slot. According to this, the pole that was kept open was the one 

with the size closest to the nominal value. 

2. Apart from the obvious consistency reasons, by sealing one of the apertures there was a 

certain increase in the duration of the tests which facilitated the illustration of an increased 

number of completed cycles in the case of dynamic application.  

 

Although short slot by itself was not modified, the path and connection from the grout tank to the 

slot was altered to fit the system’s needs for better performance. This was done by a series of tube 

connections and valves that connected the flange attached to the grout tank to the flange attached to 

the slot. 

Figure 35 illustrates the connection between the grout tank and the short slot.  
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Figure 35. Grout tank to short slot connection. 

3.2.2.4 Load cell 

The device used for registering weight – time measurements was an S-shaped load cell from HBM. 

The type was RSCC C3 with the capacity of 50 kg. The scale was attached to the metallic frame 

and from it the whole system was hung. The connection to the DAQ system was then realized. 

Figure 36 shows the load cell configuration. 

        

Figure 36. Load cell configuration and connection cable. 
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3.2.2.5 Pressure transmitters 

The two pressure transmitters used were the P15RVA1/20BAR from HBM and the VEGABAR 83 

from VEGA. Both transmitters were able to transform the pressure readings into 4 to 20 mA signal 

and transmit it to their respective DAQ system. The pressure applied during testing was below the 

limit of both. The positioning of the transmitters facilitated the collection of pressure data from two 

different points: 

 At the entrance of the gas in the grout tank 

 Right before the entrance of the grout in the slot 

In this way the pressure was monitored and recorded in two important points in the system. Below 

the positions of the two pressure transmitters are illustrated. 

 

       

Figure 37. Illustration of the pressure transmitters and their positions in the system. Digital image. HBM. No date. Web. 19/2/2015. 

http://www.hbm.com/en/menu/products/transducers-sensors/pressure/p15/ (Item 1), Digital image. VEGA. No date. Web. 

19/2/2015. http://www.vega.com/en/Pressure_Process_Pressure_Pressure-Transmitter_VEGABAR83.htm (Item 2). 

 

1

. 

2

. 

http://www.hbm.com/en/menu/products/transducers-sensors/pressure/p15/
http://www.vega.com/en/Pressure_Process_Pressure_Pressure-Transmitter_VEGABAR83.htm
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3.2.2.6 Gas tank and pressure regulator 

The pressure source during all performed tests was a gas tank of nitrogen N2, highly pressurized 

with initial output of 200 bars. Because of the fact that the output pressure was far too high for the 

system to handle a pressure regulator was placed right after the opening valve of the tank. The 

regulator provided a constant pressure close to 15 bars. Figure 38 depicts the above-mentioned. 

 

 

Figure 38. Nitrogen gas tank and pressure regulator. 

3.2.2.7 Ball sector valve, I/P converter and actuator 

The main instrument for regulating the pressure and flow of the grout is a combination of a ball 

sector valve, I/P converter and an actuator all provided form Ramén AB. The above combination 

consists a pneumatic pressure control system which is in constant communication with a PID 

controller unit. The valve was chosen to be a ball sector due to the fact that this particular type is 

specifically designed for handling slurries. The I/P converter, or current to pressure converter, 

converts the analog signal of 4 to 20 mA to corresponding pneumatic values. The signal is provided 

by the PID controller and the scripted values. The received signal is then utilized by the actuator to 
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position the valve accordingly, in this case rotate it. The source of power for the pneumatic system 

was pressurized air. Figure 39 illustrates the pneumatic system as well as the ball sector valve alone. 

 

                    

1. I/P converter 

2. Actuator 

3. Ball sector valve 

4. Air supply 

 

Figure 39. Pneumatic pressure control system (left) and ball sector valve (right). 

3.2.2.8 PID controller and HBM DAQ system 

All the processes in the developed system begin from the PID control unit (proportional – integral 

– derivative control) provided by Bronkhorst High – Tech. The PID unit is responsible for receiving, 

transmitting and storing data over time. The readings from the VEGABAR 83 pressure transmitter 

are processed here and the output of the valve is regulated according to the set script. Pressure – 

time data is provided by the PID unit which communicates with its corresponding software, the 

FlowPlot through an open server the FlowDDE. 

1 
4 

3 

2 
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The data acquisition system that was used for acquiring the weight – time and pressure – time data, 

is an HBM unit with four channels and ethernet communication protocol. Connected to the DAQ 

system were the load cell and the HBM pressure transmitter. Figure 40 depicts the two devices. 

              

Figure 40. Bronkhorst PID control board and HBM DAQ system.  

3.2.3 Description of the software  

3.2.3.1 FlowDDE and FlowPlot 

Controlling and monitoring pressure was achieved through FlowDDE and FlowPlot software, both 

developed by Bronkhorst® High-tech. FlowDDE functioned as a server through which FlowPlot 

was operating on the existing OS of the computer. Controlling and monitoring of the system was 

possible once communication was established between the PID unit and FlowPlot. For FlowDDE 

default settings and menus see appendix B.  

Tuning of the FlowPlot was achieved through an iterative process. The goals of this process can be 

summarized as follow: 

 Fast response of the pneumatic valve without excessive overshooting pressure 

 Acceptable deviation of the actual pressure from the scripted one 

 Acceptable valve output correction time which was dictated by the readings of the 

VEGABAR 83 and the PID unit. 

All the input parameters were chosen according to the specific experimental set-up. Figure 41 

illustrates the chosen FlowPlot parameters used during this study. 
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The highlighted two groups of parameters in figure 41, are found to be the most crucial. The official 

manual of the software2 states that PID-Kp, PID-Ti and PID-Td are responsible for the controller 

speed. The recommended tuning method according to the manufacturer is: begin by keeping the 

PID-Kp value constant and adjust the PID-Ti value until fast response with no overshoot. Then 

adjust the PID-Kp until fast response without overshoot. The PID-Td value is used only if large 

distance between the sensor and the PID unit exists. In this case the PID-Td was left to its default 

value. 

The second set of values determine the response of the valve. The adopted value for open-from-

zero was determined according to the chosen PID parameters in order to have fast response with no 

                                                 
2 Can be found here: http://www.bronkhorst.com/files/downloads/manuals_english/917030manual_flowplot.pdf – Date 

of access 3/11/2015. 

Figure 41. Chosen FlowPlot control parameters and settings. 

 

http://www.bronkhorst.com/files/downloads/manuals_english/917030manual_flowplot.pdf
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pressure overshoot. The other two values were set to default as indicated by the manufacturer. For 

the whole list of settings, scripts and available menus see appendix B.  

3.2.3.2 Catman Easy 

The weight measurements and tank pressure were recorded by Catman Easy software. The 

connection was established via Ethernet and the settings used were the default ones. The two actions 

before each measurement were to zero the weight meter before grout enters the tank and zero the 

pressure gauge. A typical interface of the weight and pressure recordings is shown in figure 42. 

 

Figure 42. Weight - time and pressure - time recording with Catman Easy software. 
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3.3 Test plan and procedure 

All penetrability tests were categorized and organized into seven groups according to the type of 

applied pressure, aperture size of the slot in use and period (peak and rest durations). These groups 

are C0, C1 and C2 for constant pressure and V1, V2, V3 and V4 for variable pressure. Table 5 lists 

each test group and test repetition performed excluding any preliminary or invalid tests for system 

calibration. 

Table 5. Test plan and structure. 

 

The procedure and flow of work during every test was established in such a way that no unnecessary 

actions would be taken and no interruptions would occur. This would result in more representative 

acquisition of results and at the same time minimize any accidents. In that regard, the following 

Test group Number of tests Test label Slot size [μm] Pressure type Peak - rest duration [s]

- 1 70-1 70 Static -

53-1

53-2

C1-1

C1-2

C1-3

C2-1

C2-2

C2-3

V1-1

V1-2

V1-3

V2-1

V2-2

V2-3

V3-1

V3-2

V3-3

V4-1

V4-2
V4 2 30 Dynamic 2 - 2

-

-

-

4 - 8

4 - 8

2 - 243

Static

Static

Static

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

2 53

43

30

43

30

3

3

3

3

3

C0

C1

C2

V1

V2

V3
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table summarizes the main steps taken during each test and after that, a more thorough description 

follows.   

Table 6. Test procedure and workflow. 

 

All tests would start with the preparation and inspection of all the connections and valves in order 

to avoid any leakage. The two software were then loaded and all necessary settings and scripts were 

set beforehand. This would include peak and rest durations as well as pressure magnitudes. It is 

worth noting that most of the settings for the pneumatic system were predetermined during the 

preliminary test phase. The next action would be to inspect the pressure level of the regulator right 

after the gas tank. This should always be 15 bars. Once the system was ready to perform, sample 

preparation was the following step. The freshly mixed grout would be discharged in the grout tank 

Step 1 Preparation of all system's connections and valves' positions. 

Step 2 Loading of settings and scripts (if applicable) in FlowPlot software.

Loading of Catman Easy software and zeroing of the scale pressure meters.

Step 3 Pressure regulator's levels check-up. Desired level was 15 bars.

Step 4 Sample preparation.

Step 5 Discharge of the freshly mixed grout in the grout tank.

Sealing of the tank by closing the main valve.

Step 6 Simultaneous initiation of the two software and the gas supply.

Commencement of test.

Step 7 Termination of the gas supply and data recording when the gas reaches the outlet 
or flow stop occurs.

Step 8 Dismantling of the system for cleaning and slot observation.

Step 9 Storage of the necessary data.
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immediately after it was mixed in order to avoid sedimentation and bleeding. The flow during the 

fill-up of the grout tank should be as steady as possible in order to avoid spillage and excess air 

bubble formation inside the tank. After that, the tank would be sealed. During the initiation of the 

test both software and pressure supply would be turned on simultaneously. All weight – time and 

pressure – time data would be recorded by Catman and FlowPlot respectively. As soon as the gas 

would reach the outlet or flow stop would occur, both the gas supply and data recording should be 

terminated. As a follow-up, the system is dismantled and the two short slot discs are separated. At 

that point, observations of the slot’s channel can be made while the rest of the system is being 

cleaned. Finally, all data is saved and stored. At this point, it would be beneficial to at least 

superficially examine the connectivity and flow of process and information inside the system. This 

is exemplified by the following flowchart. 
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Figure 43. Illustration of flow of process and information inside the system. 
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3.4 Measuring tools and pressure application methodology  

The principal measuring methodology was based on two main practices and these were the 

following:  

 Weight – time measurement 

 Pressure – time measurement 

Weight – time measurements allowed for one additional way of indirect evaluation of the impact 

of dynamic pressure application and that was the estimation of the cycle’s mean flow rate or CMFR. 

All three tools provided data and results that facilitated the system’s performance evaluation from 

three different perspectives and they are analyzed further down.  

3.4.1 Weight – time measurement 

This type of measurement had its basis on the same principle described by Draganović and Stille 

(2011). According to that, by keeping the injection pressure constant and after the grout material 

has adjusted to the channel’s frictional resistance, the grout weight accumulation over time would 

be linear provided there is no particle accumulation i.e. filtration (ibid). This corresponds to 

“Measurement 1” in figure 44. However, according to the same source, should filtration occur, the 

resulting weight – time relation would be non – linear as a result of area reduction. Since the pressure 

is kept constant, the decrease in material outflow would be expected to occur due to area reduction 

as shown by “Measurement 2” in figure 44 (ibid). 

The abovementioned method was valid for all penetrability tests performed with constant pressure 

and was also adopted for dynamic pressure tests. Regarding the latter, the expected difference was 

that since the pressure was not constant but varying in a consistent manner i.e. scripted, during the 

rest interval of the cycle the weight accumulation would be close to zero. Provided there is no or 

very little filtration between cycles, that would give a weight – time curve with an alternating pattern 

of linear shape with a certain gradient followed by a close to zero gradient curve. In this case, the 
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linear relation would suggest that the gradient, and thus the slope, between consecutive peak time 

intervals would theoretically remain the same. This would result in a stepwise motion with each 

step corresponding to one full cycle. Figure 45 illustrates this interpretation. 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 45. Illustration of the stepwise motion of the weight - time curve during dynamic injection. 
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Figure 44. Weight - time measurement illustration. Draganović & Stille (2011). 
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The above described behavior turns out to be an imprint of the scripted set-point and, consequently, 

the pressure output of the system. Of course, one could quite rationally expect a certain deviation 

from this behavior if filtration would be introduced or the scripted periods changed. In the case of 

filtration, material outflow and thus weight accumulation reduces in time (if no erosion occurs) due 

to the area reduction of the aperture. Provided the filtration is gradual, this would result in more 

indiscernible steps with the passing of time. Eventually, these steps would stretch as the curves’ 

gradient of each peak interval would not be constant and ever decreasing. In a case of intense 

filtration, this process would be even more difficult to see.  

Linearity and non – linearity in the weight – time relation facilitated a qualitative evaluation of the 

effects of dynamic injection. On the other hand, the actual accumulated weights at the end of each 

test compared to the respective initial ones gave the opportunity to quantitatively assess the 

effectiveness of each tested script.  

3.4.2 Pressure application and measuring method 

3.4.2.1 Selection of input parameters 

Dynamic pressure application and measurement of its effects consisted the core of this study. The 

scripted input parameters that were given to the system were: 

Parameter 1 - Magnitude of pressure during the peak and rest intervals [Pp and Pr] 

Parameter 2 - Durations of the peak and rest intervals [tp and tr] 

Parameter 3 - Slope between set-points [pressure gradient ΔP/Δt] 

The magnitude of pressure Pp during the peak interval of the cycle was chosen to be 15 bars in order 

to simulate pressure conditions similar to field conditions. In addition, according to previous 

research with short slot, grouting pressure of 15 bars resulted in improved penetrability compared 

to lower pressure values and kept the aperture open for longer time (Draganovic A., Stille H., 2011).  
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The choice of parameter 2, was based on the assumed action mechanism as well as the observations 

during the constant pressure tests but at the same time was highly influenced by the system’s 

capabilities regarding the reaction time. 

Constant pressure penetrability tests with 43μm aperture size revealed that the filtration process 

started approximately 4 seconds after the commencement of injection. This is in fair agreement with 

the findings of Draganović and Stille (2011, p.553), where the following is stated: 

“When the aperture was decreased to 50μm, the grouts were partially filtered 

during penetration in both measurements which started after approximately 4 s 

and continued 6 or 7 s until the gas reached the outlet of the slot and started to 

erode the partially-built filter cakes” (see figure 47).   

Figure 46 illustrates the observed starting point of filtration. 

 

Figure 46. Depiction of approximate starting point of filtration during constant pressure injection with the 43μm slot. 
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Figure 47. Filtration starting point with the 50μm slot, INJ30 and w/c ratio of 0.6 according to Draganovic and Stille (2011). 

Adapted from Draganović & Stille (2011). 

The purpose of the developed system was to either delay or even prevent filtration and keep the 

aperture open for longer duration. With that in mind, the optimal case is the one according to which 

no filtration occurs during the peak of the cycle. According to the aforementioned, this would be 

achieved by choosing peak duration of 4 seconds or less. This way, the system performs at the time 

limit before filtration starts happening (during the peak of each cycle) without the need to erode any 

partially-built plug. However, since filtration is a cumulative process, there is a high possibility that 

particles would begin to formulate a plug during later cycles but with a significant delay, in which 

case, the reason would be erosion. In all cases, the intensity of filtration contributes a great deal to 

the above described process.  

Preliminary tests showed that under no or low filtration conditions, a satisfactory pressure drop 

could be achieved after 8 seconds. Judging from the above, the first tested script had the following 

duration characteristics: T = 12 s, tp = 4 s and tr = 8 s. Figure 48 illustrates the tp and tr durations in 

a zoomed-in portion of a pressure – time plot.    
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Figure 48. Zoomed - in illustration of the 12 s period (points A to D).   

The second script that was examined had the following characteristics: T = 4 s, tp = 2 s and tr = 2 s 

and the selection is justified further down. The main question at this point was whether the peak 

and rest intervals should be increased or decreased. Based on the same rationale regarding the 

selection of tp = 4 s an increase would not be beneficial. This stemmed from the following simple 

concepts:  

 By increasing the peak duration, the time limit where filtration begins is reached. 

 Performed tests with 4 – 8 s durations showed signs of filtration. 

 By increasing the peak duration, the pressure profile is moving slowly towards becoming 

similar to that of a constant pressure. 
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A decrease of the peak duration would seem rational at this point but there comes another question, 

that of the magnitude of decrease. That was dictated by the system’s ability to react to the pressure 

changes. As seen in figure 48, the minimum time before the pressure reaches from point B to point 

C is 1 second. This is the minimum time that the system needs to develop a pressure of 15 bars. 

That means that the lowest one can go, as far as peak duration is concerned, is 1 second. However, 

in such a case, there would be no stabilization time at 15 bars. Thus, at least 2 seconds should 

suffice. Preliminary tests with tp = 2 s showed that the pressure drop after 2 seconds of resting time 

was negligible (see also figure 48). Thus, the appropriate rest duration was 2 seconds. Figure 49 

illustrates the tp and tr durations in a zoomed-in portion of a pressure – time plot. 

 

Figure 49. Zoomed - in illustration of the 4 s period (points E to H). 
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actual pressure. This resulted in steep slopes during the rise and reduction of pressure. In fact, even 

though the system was tuned to perform without slopes, the slight offset of the actual pressure 

resulted in slopes between set-points. Of course, this was something that would not create a major 

deviation from the script especially in the increase phase of the cycle.  

Consequently, in order to have a discernible slope, one should decrease it between two consecutive 

set-points which would mean that the duration of the transition would increase. That would create 

a gradual increase of the flow resulting in a gradual increase of the velocity. Should filtration be 

present in the process, the aforementioned turn of events would deteriorate the plug formation since 

the probable erosion process would be more subtle compared to the case of instantaneous jumps.  

3.4.2.2 Minimum pressure envelopes   

The acquired data from the pressure monitoring and measuring activity was realized in a pressure 

– time plot. The recorded actual pressure provided information regarding the minimum and 

maximum achieved pressure per cycle, the number of completed cycles and the duration of the test.   

Among the above, the close examination of the achieved minimum pressure levels per cycle gave 

the opportunity to estimate the pressure drop ΔP per cycle. The following events describe the way 

through which ΔP can be utilized to locate where filtration and erosion occurs during the tests. 

At the point where the rest interval of the cycle begins, the set-point pressure becomes zero. At that 

exact moment the valve output drops to zero as well, which means that the valve closes completely, 

cutting off the pressure supply from the slot. The system in front of the valve is still pressurized at 

that very moment. Let’s now assume that there is no opening in the aperture area of the slot. That 

would result in no pressure loss provided there is no other leakage in the system. The plotted 

pressure would show no change during the transition from rest to peak interval. If one assumes that 

an opening is gradually appearing and growing, that would be recorded by the pressure transmitter 

as pressure loss since the valve remained close. The bigger the opening area would be, the faster 
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this pressure loss would be. According to this, if one located the lowest pressure point of each rest 

interval and compared it to the previous and succeeding one, they could make the case that a 

decrease of ΔP would imply decrease in the opening area while an increase of ΔP would suggest 

an increase in the opening area. This is identical to saying that filtration or erosion respectively, 

occurred during the cycles. This is visually realized by connecting all the lowest consecutive 

pressure points per cycle. The resulting line envelopes these points and could be called “minimum 

pressure envelope”. Figure 50 depicts the filtration process and minimum pressure envelope.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50. Illustrations of filtration process (upper) and minimum pressure envelope (lower).   
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3.4.3 Cycle mean flow rate (CMFR) estimation  

Estimation of the flow rate per cycle was an indirect way to evaluate the nuances between the two 

tested scripts. Apart from the foremost difference between the types of applied pressure, there was 

a need to locate the differences between the utilized periods. The estimation of CMFR had its basis 

on the weight – time data. The following steps were taken in order to calculate the volumetric flow 

rate of each cycle: 

Step 1 – Calculation of the total accumulated volume Va,n=
Wa,n

γ
 from the beginning of test till the 

end of cycle n, where Wα,n is the total accumulated weight up to end of cycle n and γ is the density 

of grout.   

Step 2 – Calculation of grout volume per cycle Vc,n=Va,n - Va,n-1, where Vα,n is the total accumulated 

volume up to cycle n and Vα,n-1 is the total accumulated volume up to cycle n-1. 

Step 3 – Calculation of flow rate of each cycle Q
c,n

=
Vc,n

tc
 , where Vc,n is the grout volume of cycle n 

and tc is the cycle’s duration. 

The calculated flow rates per cycle would give another perspective as to which cycle during the 

tests has the higher flow rate, how close the flow rates are between consecutive cycles and also 

examine the changes between cycles which would imply where filtration and erosion occur. 

The calculation of CMFR facilitated the cross-examination and compatibility of the flow rate 

findings with the minimum pressure envelopes. In other words, determination of the level of 

agreement regarding where filtration and erosion occurred comparing the CMFR and minimum 

pressure envelopes. 

Figure 51 demonstrates a representative CMFR plot and a comparative illustration of the filtration 

and erosion using the CMFR and filtration envelope.  
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Preliminary constant pressure penetrability tests using the 70 and 53μm slots 

Weight – time measurements for 70 and 53μm aperture sizes, showed no filtration at all and the 

whole amount of grout passed through the slot. Specifically, for 70μm the whole amount of grout 

passed from the slot in approximately 24 seconds while for the 53μm slot, the time was 20 to 23 

seconds. The results are presented in figure 52 below. 

 

Figure 52. Weight - time measurement using the 70 and 53μm aperture size slot. 

The linear relation is visible in both cases of 70 and 53μm. These aperture sizes were excluded from 

the application of variable pressure since the research focused on dealing with aperture sizes that 

display the filtration process.  

4.2 Weight – time measurement using the 43 and 30μm slots 

4.2.1 Measurements for the 43μm aperture size slot 

The 43μm slot was used for test groups C1, V1 and V3 and, in total, there were nine tests performed 

with this size. The weight – time curves are depicted in figure 53. 
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The curves from group C1 showed the filtration process commencing almost immediately after the 

start of each test. The durations ranged from 130 to 150 seconds with the grout outflow levels being 

very low after 50 seconds. All three injections resulted in flow stop and the final weight of passed 

material was between 1.34 and 2.40 kg. This, expressed as percentage of the initial weight, gives a 

29 to 50% of the total material passing from the slot.    
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Figure 53. Weight – time plots of total passed grout for test groups C1, V1 and V3. The peak – rest durations for V1 and V3 were 

4 – 8 and 2 – 2 seconds respectively. 
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Tests from group V1 were performed under varying pressure conditions using [4 – 8] seconds for 

[peak – rest] durations and the weight – time plot revealed significantly more subtle filtration. In 

more detail, tests V1-2 and V1-3 revealed an almost linear weight – time relation contrary to test 

V1-1, in which case, the slight curvature underlines more filtration. In all three V1 tests, the whole 

amount of grout passed from the slot with the gas reaching the outlet after 180 to 270 seconds and 

minor filtration occurring in all of them. The passed grout ratio for this group was calculated to be 

between 91 and 95%3. 

The injections for tests from group V3 were also performed under dynamic pressure conditions and 

this time the [peak – rest] durations were chosen to be [2 – 2] seconds. All three tests resulted in 

empty grout tank and the durations ranged from 75 to 90 seconds giving a considerably faster 

completion of the injection process compared to that of group V1. Similarly to the results of the 

latter, there is an almost linear relation of weight – time showing low levels of filtration. More 

specifically, in tests V3-1 and V3-3 there is a slightly more visible curvature showing more filtration 

compared to test V3-2. The amount of material passed from the slot as percentage of the initial 

weight was approximately 90%. 

The results pertinent to the constant and dynamic pressure injection, with regard to weight – time 

measurement for the above groups, are summarized in table 7 below. 

                                                 
3 See respective paragraph in Chapter 5 – Discussion as to why there is some remaining weight in the grout tank. 
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Table 7. Measurements of initial and passed grout weight expressed as a passed grout ratio [%] for groups C1, V1 and V3 and slot 

size of 43μm. 

 

 

The weight – time plots for groups V1 and V3 (see figure 53) presented another interesting behavior 

of the overall recorded grout outflow procedure and that is a stepwise or scalar development of the 

accumulation of the grout weight. That was the expected outcome in the case of a continuous 

outflow with low filtration and it matches the scripted set-points. For that reason, it is easy to discern 

the gradual difference in steepness of the steps as the time progresses and filtration takes place.    

A comparison of the average values of initial weight and passed grout weight for the three groups 

gave the results presented in table 8. Dynamic grout injections for groups V1 and V3 showed a 

considerable improvement of passed grout weight reaching almost 3 times more amount. 

 

Table 8. Comparative results of average passed grout weight for test groups C1, V1 and V3 and slot size 43μm. 

 

 

Test group Test No. Period [s] Weight measurement [kg] Passed grout ratio [%]
Tank condition at 

the end of test

Peak - Rest Initial Passed grout 

1 - 4.55 1.34 29 Not empty

2 - 4.72 2.06 44 Not empty

3 - 4.79 2.40 50 Not empty

1 4 - 8 4.60 4.19 91 Empty

2 4 - 8 4.66 4.30 92 Empty

3 4 - 8 4.54 4.32 95 Empty

1 2 - 2 4.48 4.09 91 Empty

2 2 - 2 4.61 4.18 91 Empty

3 2 - 2 4.53 3.95 87 Empty

C1

V1

V3

Test group Period [s] Average value [kg]
Average passed 

grout ratio [%]
Improvement ratio

Peak - Rest Initial weight Passed grout weight

C1 - 4.69 1.93 41 -

V1 4 - 8 4.60 4.27 93 2.2

V3 2 - 2 4.54 4.07 90 2.1
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4.2.2 Measurements for the 30μm aperture size slot 

There were 8 tests carried out using the 30μm aperture size slot and the weight – time curves for 

groups C2, V2 and V4 are presented in figure 54. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54. Weight - time measurement of total passed grout for test groups C2, V2 and V4. The peak - rest durations for V2 and V4 
were 4 – 8 and 2 – 2 seconds respectively. 
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Tests from group C2 were performed under constant pressure conditions with the final amount of 

grout outflow being very low. Each of the three tests resulted in flow stop with filtration being 

present from the start of each injection. The outflow of grout was rapidly decreased from the very 

first second revealing high filtration and a significantly lower amount of passing grout compared to 

the 43μm constant pressure tests. The weight of passed grout ranged from 0.18 to 0.44 kg and the 

test durations from 45 to 70 seconds. The comparison of the initial weight to passed grout weight 

gave ratios of 4 to 9% of amount passing the slot, leaving most of the material inside the tank.  

The pressure type applied to group V2 injections was dynamic with [peak – rest] durations of [4 – 

8] seconds. Similarly to group C2, all tests resulted in flow stop, but this time after 90 to 140 seconds 

with filtration occurring within the first 4 seconds of each test. The decrease of grout outflow was 

somewhat smoother than that of group C2 but the final amount of passing material was kept low 

nonetheless. The weight of passed material was found to be between 0.68 and 0.85 kg with a passed 

grout ratio of 15 to 19%. Although all the injections from this group resulted in flow stop, the final 

amounts were more than twice compared to those of the previous group (C2). 

The last group of tests was performed using dynamic pressure and [peak – rest] durations of [2 – 2] 

seconds. Both tests resulted in flow stop but this time after a significantly higher amount of grout 

had passed from the slot. More specifically, the weights of passed grout were 2.68 and 3.70 kg. The 

tests lasted from 380 to almost 500 seconds although the grout outflow was decreased a lot earlier 

in the process.  During test V4-1, the outflow started to minimize after 150 seconds while for V4-2, 

the same spot was around 250 seconds. The calculated passed grout ratio for the two tests was 60 

and 80%. The respective curves from figure 54 reveal a significant difference regarding the 

development of the process of filtration during the tests of this group and the comparative results 

are presented summarized in the following tables.  
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Table 9. Measurements of initial and passed grout weight expressed as a passed grout ratio [%] for groups C2, V2 and V4 and slot 

size of 30μm. 

 

 

 

Table 10. Comparative results of average passed grout weight for test groups C2, V2 and V4 and slot size 30μm. 

 

 

By comparing the average values for initial and passed grout weight one can see the significant 

improvement in material outflow under dynamic pressure conditions. In the case of group V2 and 

[peak – rest] of [4 – 8] seconds, the weight of passed grout was almost 3 times more compared to 

that of the constant pressure tests while group V4 with [peak – rest] of [2 – 2] gave a 70% of average 

passed grout which means almost 11 times more material passing from the slot.  

Judging from the comparative results presented in table 10 and the considerably small aperture size 

of the 30μm slot, [peak – rest] duration of [2 – 2] seconds showcases a very interesting and effective 

behavior. 

Test group Test No. Period [s] Weight measurement [kg] Passed grout ratio [%]
Tank condition at 

the end of test

Peak - Rest Initial Passed grout

1 - 4.86 0.44 9 Not empty

2 - 4.81 0.18 4 Not empty

3 - 4.87 0.28 6 Not empty

1 4 - 8 4.39 0.85 19 Not empty

2 4 - 8 4.70 0.82 18 Not empty

3 4 - 8 4.56 0.68 15 Not empty

1 2 - 2 4.50 2.68 60 Not empty

2 2 - 2 4.60 3.70 80 Not empty

C2

V2

V4

Test group Period [s] Average value [kg]
Average passed 

grout ratio [%]
Improvement ratio

Peak - Rest Initial weight Passed grout weight 

C2 - 4.85 0.30 6 -

V2 4 - 8 4.55 0.79 17 2.6

V4 2 - 2 4.55 3.19 70 10.7
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4.3 Pressure – time measurement using the 43 and 30μm slots 

4.3.1 Measurements for the 43μm aperture size slot 

As described previously, another means utilized to facilitate the visualization of the filtration – 

erosion process during the injections was pressure – time measurement. As a result of this, the plots 

of the minimum pressure envelopes for test groups V1 and V3, with [4 – 8] and [2 – 2] seconds of 

[peak – rest] durations respectively, are presented in figure 55 below. 

 

 

Figure 55. Minimum pressure envelopes as a result of pressure – time measurement for test groups V1 [4 – 8s] and V3 [2 – 2s] with 

the 43μm slot. 

The plotted envelopes from group V1 revealed a behavior according to which the magnitude of 

pressure drop per cycle varies increasingly with time for each test. This resulted in more 

exaggerated slopes where filtration and erosion are quite discernible. The pressure drop range for 

all three tests was from 10.6 to 5.7 bars.  
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Envelopes from group V3 with [peak – rest] durations of [2 – 2] seconds showed less disparate 

behavior with the pressure drop range being from 8.8 to 5.4 bars. There is an upward trend in all 

three envelopes with more subtle slopes between the points of interest i.e. lower pressure points per 

cycle and the overall performance in this case could be characterized as being more balanced 

compared to the previous one. In more detail, almost every filtration phase is followed by an erosion 

phase which nearly compensates so that the levels of pressure at rest are kept relatively low and 

with small differences between them.  

Judging from the distribution and disparity of the 2 sets of envelopes (see figure 55), one can see 

that [peak – rest] durations of [2 – 2] seconds gave a more stable performance compared to that of 

[4 – 8] seconds. In the case of the latter, the filtration and erosion phases are more distinct and the 

pressure drop levels are higher. Also, noteworthy is the fact that injections from group V3 lasted 

less than half the time groups’ V1 injections did.    

4.3.2 Measurements for the 30μm aperture size slot  

Measurements with the 30μm (see figure 56) slot were quite indicative of the performance 

difference of the two tested periods. The pressure – time plots for group V2 with [peak – rest] of [4 

– 8] seconds showed a rapid decrease in pressure drop levels and all minimum pressure envelopes 

followed a steep upward trend. Filtration was evident throughout the test with negligible erosion 

only during test V2-2. Pressure drop levels were found to be between 8 and 0 bars before the flow 

of the material stopped. The cycle numbers were limited and due to the high amount of filtration 

and accumulation of cement particles in the area of the constriction there was not a clear 

compatibility of the actual and the set-point pressure. 

Injections from group V4 gave a significantly different outcome. The tests’ durations were close to 

400 seconds with 38 and 60 completed cycles. The pressure drop levels were between 8.5 and 0 

bars but with an apparent variation between cycles because of the alternating filtration and erosion 
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phases. Although the envelopes followed an upward trend and filtration is dominant throughout the 

injection, erosion kept the constriction open for more material to come out. This is more evident 

during test V4-2 in two specific periods of time: between 50 and 75 seconds and 140 and 165 

seconds.  

The performance of the system, using the [2 – 2] seconds for [peak – rest] durations, showed a 

significant improvement in both the cycle numbers and the filtration – erosion behavior and kept 

the slot open for a significantly more time. Figure 56 shows the plots for test groups V2 and V4. 

 

 

Figure 56. Minimum pressure envelopes as a result of pressure – time measurement for test groups V2 [4 – 8s] and V4 [2 – 2s] with 

the 30μm slot. 
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4.4 Cycle mean flow rate (CMFR) for tests performed with the 43 and 30μm slots 

4.4.1 CMFR for the 43μm aperture size slot 

The CMFR and average CMFR for test groups V1 and V3 are presented in figure 57 below.  
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Figure 57. Cycle mean flow rate (CMFR) and average CMFR for test groups V1 [4 – 8s] and V3 [2 – 2s] with the 43μm slot. 
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As described previously in the weight – time measurements sub-chapter, tests performed under 

dynamic pressure conditions with the 43μm slot resulted in emptying the grout tank with relatively 

low filtration. The calculation of the volumetric flow rate for each cycle gave further information 

regarding the differences, in volumes and flow rates per cycle, between the [4 – 8] and [2 – 2] 

seconds durations.  

Tests from group V1 gave an average CMFR of 0.72 lit/min with the completed cycles being from 

15 to 19. The respective findings for group V3 were 1.76 lit/min for the average CMFR and 18 to 

21 completed cycles. A comparison of average CMFRs for the two groups showed almost 2.5 times 

higher flow rate in the case of [2 – 2] seconds of [peak – rest] durations while the number of 

completed cycles could be considered to be close.  

All six graphs in figure 57 revealed a common characteristic and that is the fact that the first cycle 

in each test has the higher CMFR compared to the following ones. This shows that a very large 

percentage of the total filtration occurs during the first cycle. The difference between cycles one 

and two are quite indicative of the filtration and it is logical to assume that any further performance 

of the system and development of the flow is related to this difference. Group V1 gave steadily 

lower CMFRs for the first cycles which was followed by a lower average of the following cycles 

compared to those of group V3. The CMFRs for cycle one for group V1 were between 2.1 and 2.7 

lit/min while the respective calculation for group V3 gave values between 3.5 and 5.0 lit/min. 

4.4.2 CMFR for the 30μm aperture size slot 

Similarly to the calculated CMFR of the 43μm slot tests, CMFR for the 30μm slot gave a different 

way to observe the difference in development of filtration – erosion process between the selected 

periods which in this case is quite considerable. The results are illustrated in figure 58. 
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Figure 58. Cycle mean flow rate (CMFR) and average CMFR for test groups V2 [4 – 8s] and V4 [2 – 2s] with the 30μm slot. 

The plotted calculated CMFR for both groups reveal the same behavior according to which the first 

cycle of each test maintains the higher mean flow rate compared to the following ones. In more 

detail flow rates for the first cycles of group V2 were calculated and found to be from 1.6 to 2.0 

lit/min while for group V4 the respective value was close to 3.5 lit/min. After a considerable amount 

of filtration took place between cycles one and two during each test, the following cycles gave 
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significantly lower flow rates. In this case, the actual values of flow rates of each second cycle is 

found to be quite indicative of the improved performance of the [2 – 2] seconds durations.  

Tests with the very small aperture size of 30μm showcase the significant difference between the 

two selected periods and that can be evaluated by examining the huge difference between the 

numbers of completed cycles. In fact, test group V2 showed 3 to 5 completed cycles before flow 

stop occurred while test group V4 had 38 and 60 completed cycles. During the injections with [2 – 

2] seconds of [peak – rest] durations both filtration and erosion occurred, with the former being 

dominant and the latter occurring locally, giving a downward trend regarding flow rates. Since the 

number of completed cycles is differing a lot between group tests, the comparison using the average 

CMFR is not representative towards the evaluation of the performance of each period.   

4.5 Representative visual material of slot channel after tests from all groups 

4.5.1 Tests performed with the 43μm slot – Groups C1, V1 and V3 

 

 

Figure 59. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 43μm aperture size. Test C1-2. 

By examining the lower plate in figure 59, one could discern the fully formed filter cake, product 

of the filtration that took place during the C1 group tests. The constriction was fully plugged.                
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Figure 60. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 43μm aperture size. Test V1-2 with [peak – rest] of [4 – 8] seconds. 

 

                      

Figure 61. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 43μm aperture size. Test V3-3 with [peak – rest] of [2 - 2] seconds. 

Both lower plates seen in figures 60 and 61 have a very small amount of remaining grout material 

in the vicinity of the slot. The channel is mostly open with some minor accumulation of material on 

the walls. The constriction area remained open throughout the tests. Both [peak – rest] durations 

resulted in minor filtration.   
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4.5.2 Tests performed with the 30μm slot – Groups C2, V2 and V4 

 

                  

Figure 62. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 30μm aperture size. Test C2-2. 

 

 

                  

Figure 63. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 30μm aperture size. Test V2-3 with [peak – rest] of [4 – 8] seconds.  
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Figure 64. Lower (left) and upper (right) short slot plates with 30μm aperture size. Test V4-2 with [peak – rest] of [2 - 2] seconds. 

The lower plates in all three figures (62, 63 and 64) showed great cement particle accummulation 

along the whole channel. The filter cakes in the cases of tests C2-2 (figure 62) and V2-3 (figure 63) 

were very dense. This is in fair agreement with the weight – time measurements which showed 

immediate filtration. Similarly, test V4-2 showed clear filtration and in figure 64 the lower plate’s 

channel supports this. However, the filter cake formed in the “borehole” to slot connection is 

somehow smaller probably due to the significantly lower intensity of the filtration process. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

5.1 Preliminary penetrability tests with the 70 and 53μm slots 

Tests performed with 70 and 53μm slots under constant pressure conditions showed unhindered 

outflow with no filtration. These results compared to the ones obtained from the 43μm slot tests, 

showed that bcritical is between 53 and 43μm with those specific conditions and parameters (INJ30, 

w/c of 0.8 and super-plasticizer content of 0.5%). According to Draganović and Stille (2011), 

constant pressure penetrability tests with INJ30 and w/c of 0.6 gave a bcritical between 75 and 50μm. 

These results align with the results of the present study since a higher w/c would be expected to 

result in lower risk of flocculation and thus improved penetrability (Draganovic A., Stille H., 2011).  

Since this experimental approach of the problem aimed towards the study and determination of the 

effects of a dynamic pressure application during grout injection through a constriction, it was 

rational to include and study aperture sizes below bcritical in order to evaluate the performance of the 

system during filtration conditions. For the specific setup, i.e. recipe, testing equipment and overall 

conditions of the system, this was found to be from sizes of 43μm and below. 

5.2 Grout penetrability tests with the 43μm slot 

The three different aspects of measurements were utilized in order to obtain a more thorough view 

of the effects of this approach. In that regard, tests with the 43μm slot presented a fairly clear 

difference between the application of constant and varying pressure with the latter being more 

effective in many ways. The mild filtration during dynamic injections revealed that the instant 

elevation of pressure followed by instant decrease, kept the slot channel open and the whole amount 

of grout passed. This pressure movement dictated by the script was also imprinted in the weight – 

time plots. Figure 65 illustrates certain areas of interest in the weight – time plot.  
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Figure 65. Illustration of the stepwise weight accumulation of grout and the gradual decline of the weight - time curve. 

Areas A and B depict the difference in steepness of the steps with the passing of time and while 

filtration is occurring. This dictates that the opening in the constriction area or the channel is being 

gradually plugged due to filtration and the well-formed steps in area A stretch and tend to become 

linear as in area B. Area C shows approximately the place where filtration is starting to become 

visible and the curve deviates from the initial linear state. In area D, and during the first few seconds 

of testing, due to the abrupt introduction of high pressure and shock in the system, there is noise in 

the readings of the scale. The noise dissipates after a while giving way to the formation of the 

“weight steps”.  

This type of illustration of weight accumulation in time is visible and clearer in this case due to the 

fact that there is an almost unhindered outflow of grout with low filtration giving the opportunity 

for a fairly accurate correspondence with the pressure – time curve. This type of stepwise motion 

can be seen in both the [4 – 8] and [2 – 2] seconds of [peak – rest] durations. Of course, the weight 

– time plot is not providing with the necessary information to discern filtration from erosion.  
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Another point worthy of clarification is the fact that although dynamic pressure tests with the 43μm 

slot resulted in empty tank, the scale measurements showed some remaining weight in all tests (see 

tables 1 and 2). That is due to the fact that there was always some remaining material: 

a. Inside the cone and neck of the grout tank after the lever was closed 

b. Inside the slot channel as a filter cake (product of filtration) 

The following figure depicts the two spots in the system that withheld the remaining material. 

               

Figure 66. Grout tank cone and neck (left) and formed filter cake (right) in the slot channel. 

According to the minimum pressure envelopes in figure 55, tests with the [4 – 8] seconds of [peak 

– rest] durations illustrate the plug building and erosion more vividly than those with the [2 – 2] 

seconds. That is an indication of the action mechanism and system performance, but at the same 

time it is an indication of a more randomized process where filtration is generally more present. 

Theoretically speaking, the more one increases the peak duration of the cycle, the more the overall 

pressure profile tends to adopt the characteristics of a constant pressure. In other words, by keeping 

the pressure high for a longer period of time, one increases the possibility of particles to formulate 
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plugs and at the same time decreases the number of the system’s attempts to erode the partially built 

plug. This interpretation could be supported by the fact that the envelopes in the case of [4 – 8] 

seconds are more disparate while the [2 – 2] seconds tests maintain a more stable and consistent 

performance.  

The differences between volumetric flow rates is another aspect which furthermore helps to 

compare the chosen periods. The almost 2.5 times higher average flow rate of the [2 – 2] seconds 

cycle confirms the fact that in this case the flow of material is more consistent and uninterrupted. 

Under the assumption that the area of the opening is not decreased very much4, one can conclude 

that the mean velocity is directly proportional to the flow rate and thus increased proportionally. 

The aforementioned small variety in pressure drop is shown here by a higher average CMFR 

compared to that of [4 – 8] seconds of [peak – rest] durations.  

In both period choices the flow rate distribution between cycles showed that the first cycle in every 

test holds the highest flow rate value followed by a significant decrease. This indicates that a 

significant percentage of the total filtration occurs at that point and should one desire to improve 

the penetrability by using this system, the efforts should be focused there. Judging from the 

differences in every first cycle between the two tested periods one could make the case that the 

actual values of flow rate, during the tests with [2 – 2] seconds period, were fluctuating on a much 

higher average compared to those of [4 – 8] seconds period. It also seems that the levels where the 

flow rates are stabilizing after the first cycle are influenced by the magnitude of flow rate during the 

first cycle. In other words, the difference in flow rate values between first and second cycles are 

fairly close to 1.5 lit/min in all tests but one. 

                                                 
4 This can be supported by the fact that, in the case of the [2 – 2] seconds cycle, the variance of pressure drop is relatively 

small which indicates small area reduction.  
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The choice to decrease the [peak – rest] durations from [4 – 8] to [2 – 2] seconds yielded results 

that showcase better overall performance with the whole amount of grout passing from the slot in  

about 3 time less time and an average CMFR almost 2.5 time higher.  

5.3 Grout penetrability tests with the 30μm slot 

Weight – time measurement results with the 30μm slot were quite indicative of the effects of the 

dynamic pressure application. Tests with so small a size stretched the potential of the developed 

system making the difference visible not only between the types of applied pressure but also the 

importance of the choice regarding the peak and rest durations.  

The findings regarding the accumulated weight showed overall improvement after the application 

of dynamic pressure and a significant difference between the two periods with the [2 – 2] seconds 

being more effective giving  almost 11 times more material. This implies that having 3 completed 

cycles of [2 – 2] seconds in the same period where only one cycle of [4 – 8] seconds takes place,  

creates more suitable conditions for improving penetrability and slowing as much as possible the 

filtration development. In fact, as it is seen in figure 56, erosion is taking place in several time spots 

in both tests so it is probably the combined action of both the peak duration of 2 seconds with the 

increased number of attempts to erode the gradually built plug. 

The [2 – 2] seconds cycle prolonged the duration of the material outflow almost 7 times more 

compared to that of the [4 – 8] seconds but with filtration being dominant and eventually leading to 

flow stop. There is a small disparity in the duration, the final accumulated weight and the minimum 

pressure envelopes, fact that probably demonstrates the randomness of the process. The initial 

dispersion of the material could be a possible reason for this behavior. This could be crucial to the 

early performance of the system since a more well-dispersed suspension would logically delay the 
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filtration process. Worth noting here is the fact that by entering the 30μm area the d95 = 30μm is 

reached.  

According to the calculated flow rates, all first cycles maintain the highest values similarly to the 

43μm tests and after filtration they decrease significantly. Interestingly enough, the flow rate 

differences between first and second cycles are fairly similar between tests of the same group. This 

reveals a consistent behavior in the first few cycles and as time passes, a more unpredicted one is 

seen.  

Tests with the 30μm slot showed the difference between the two tested periods more vividly. The 

decrease from [4 – 8] to [2 – 2] seconds culminated in delaying the plugging of the constriction, 

prolonging the duration of the outflow of the material and gave 11 times more outflowing material.  

5.4 Suggested further research 

Taking into account the results and limitations under which the present study has been conducted, 

possible future research could focus on the development of a more accurate way of representing 

real grouting conditions. That could include the development of a longer instrument with multiple 

variations in aperture sizes. The latter would facilitate the further investigation of pressure loss 

occurring in a constriction and the effects of accumulated frictional resistance during the 

longitudinal flow and how these are mitigated or not by the application of dynamic pressure. The 

utilized configuration could be altered to accommodate the use of a higher capacity grout tank, 

mixer and in general real field equipment. A modified pneumatic system could expand the choices 

towards the implementation of different or even combined pressure types. The perspective in any 

case would be to evolve the present experimental setup in such a way that it becomes available for 

field testing.    
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The present experimental approach aimed towards investigating and testing the performance of a 

new laboratory grout injection system in combination with the already existing fracture simulating 

instrument, the “short slot” (Draganovic A., Stille H., 2011). The two utilized types of pressure 

during injections were the constant/static and the dynamic/varying. The slot sizes that were tested 

were 70, 53, 43 and 30μm with INJ30 relatively fine-grained cement, w/c of 0.8 and superplasticizer 

content of 0.5%. For the dynamic pressure application, the two [peak – rest] durations used were [4 

– 8] and [2 – 2] seconds.  

The study concludes with the following notable findings: 

 Injections with varying pressure according to programmed scripts showed improved 

penetrability in both size cases (43 and 30μm) compared to the respective static pressure 

injections.    

 Dynamic pressure injections that utilized the [2 – 2] seconds period showed an overall 

improved performance over the respective [4 – 8] seconds period. The major aspects of 

improvement were pertinent to the time of test completion, the final accumulated grout 

weight, the overall pressure drop levels and variance expressed as minimum pressure 

envelopes, the average volumetric flow rates and CMFRs and the total number of completed 

cycles. 

 Filtration and erosion were successfully connected to and illustrated by the pressure drop 

levels per completed cycle and depicted as envelopes in the pressure – time plots. 

 The scripted pressure movement was imprinted and realized in the weight – time curves 

with a stepwise shape especially visible in the unhindered grout outflow with the 43μm slot.   

 An increase in the period or decrease in the frequency is estimated that will deteriorate the 

penetrability and increase the filtration tendency, especially in the case of peak duration 
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increase. This is supported by the fact that the longer the peak time is the higher the risk of 

plug building. The more one tends to increase the time, the more the profile approaches that 

of a static pressure. This way the number of attempts to erode any partially built plug is 

reduced.   

 By decreasing the peak and rest durations or overall period, there is an improvement in 

penetrability.  Nonetheless, according to the performance specifications and capabilities of 

the developed injection system, there is a certain limit below which there is no effective 

action. That is found to be close to T = 2 s and thus frequencies close to 0.5 Hz.  

 CMFR calculations revealed that the more filtration – intense cycle is the first in each test 

followed by an almost consistent reduction. 

 The overall performance of the system supported the assumed action mechanism illustrating 

both filtration and erosion.  
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APPENDIX A – FlowPlot and Catman Easy pressure – time data  

 

 

Figure 67. Pressure - time plots of test V1-1. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 
measurements. 
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Figure 68. Pressure - time plots of test V1-2. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 69. Pressure - time plots of test V1-3. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 70. Pressure - time plots of test V2-1. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 71. Pressure - time plots of test V2-2. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 72. Pressure - time plots of test V2-3. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 73. Pressure - time plots of test V3-1. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 74. Pressure - time plots of test V3-2. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 75. Pressure - time plots of test V3-3. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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Figure 76. Pressure - time plots of test V4-1. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 
measurements. 
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Figure 77. Pressure - time plots of test V4-2. FlowPlot - VEGABAR 83 (upper) and Catman Easy - P15RVA1/20B pressure 

measurements. 
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APPENDIX B – FlowDDE and FlowPlot settings and 

interfaces 
 

 

 

 

Figure 78. FlowDDE communication commencement steps. Request (1), attempt (2) and establishment (3) of communication. 
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Figure 79. FlowDDE communication settings. 

 

 

Figure 80. Parameter selection window. The selected parameters for were measure (1), setpoint (2) and valve output (3). 
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Figure 81. FlowPlot main user interface. 
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Figure 82. FlowPlot settings tabs. Basic (1), controller (2) and alarm & count (3). 
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Figure 83. FlowPlot options menu. Plot settings (1), trigger (2) and file locations (3). 
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Figure 84. FlowPlot script editing window. Script [4 - 8] s (1) and [2 – 2] s (2) of [peak – rest] durations. 
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Figure 85. Illustration of FlowPlot's setpoint pressure. The script was [4 - 8] s of [peak - rest] durations. 
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